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ZERO-LOOP OPEN STRINGS IN THE COTANGENT 
BUNDLE AND MORSE HOMOTOPY* 

KENJI FUKAYAt AND YONG-GEUN OH* 

0. Introduction. Many important works in symplectic geometry and topology 
are regarded as the symplectization or the quantization of the corresponding results in 
ordinary geometry and topology. One outstanding example is the celebrated Arnold 
conjecture which concerns the number of fixed points of a symplectic diffeomorphism 
or that of intersection points of two Lagrangian submanifolds. The homological version 
of the conjecture has been proved in various cases (see [Fll-5], [02,3,6], [On] and [PSS], 
and [07] for a survey and references on the Arnold conjecture and Floer homology). 
The estimate (in its homological version) predicted by the Arnold conjecture can 
be regarded as the symplectization or the quantization of the Morse inequality, and 
conversely the latter can be considered as the semi-classical limit and so a consequence 
of the former. From now on, we will use the term "quantization" for the similar process 
that appear below. 

To illustrate this statement, we consider the cotangent bundle of a given compact 
manifold and the graphs of exact one forms. The graph of an exact one form becomes 
a Lagrangian submanifold of the cotangent bundle with respect to the canonical sym- 
plectic structure. Then Floer's result on the Lagrangian intersections [Fll,3] will imply 
the Morse inequality. The Lagrangian intersection theory is indeed the intersection 
theoretic version of the Morse theory, while the Lefsechtz intersection theory is that 
of the degree theory of generic vector fields. 

The principle that the symplectic topology and geometry of the cotangent bundle 
(or more generally that of symplectic manifolds) is the quantization of the ordinary 
topology and geometry of the base, is a general principle which can be applied to 
many other situations. The equivalence of the two often holds, when there occurs the 
absence of the quantum contribution (or the non-existence of the bubbling phenomena). 
In this paper, we will provide another example of this principle in which we prove that 
the rational homotopy type of a compact manifold M can be described by the moduli 
space of pseudo holomorphic disks with appropriate Lagrangian boundary conditions 
in its cotangent bundle T*M. The precise statement of our result is in Section 1. 

Our result paves the way to applying the A00-structure introduced by the first 
author [Fu2] to the study of the estimate, in terms of the rational homotopy invari- 
ant of the base manifold, of the number of intersections of the zero section in the 
cotangent bundle and its Hamiltonian deformation. This enables us to go one step 
further, beyond the existing homological estimate in the literature, towards the proof 
of the original Arnold conjecture which states that the number of the intersections 
will be greater than or equal to the Morse number of M. Viterbo [V] and Eliashberg- 
Gromov [EG] have also studied this kind of estimate using the generating functions of 
Lagrangian submanifolds. 
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Furthermore analytical details similar to ours in this paper will be required in the 
various versions of the Floer theory in the symplectic geometry and our proof will also 
serve there as a cornerstone with obvious but maybe technically tedious modifications. 
We refer to [PSS] or [RT2] for the announcement of similar analytical results in the 
context of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms, and to [08,9] for further applications of the 
Floer theory to symplectic topology based on such analytic results as one in this paper. 

Now we review some of the previous results related to the results in this paper. 
Floer [Fll-4] defined and studied Floer homology of the general pair (Lo,Li) of La- 
grangian submanifolds on a given symplectic manifold (P,a;), essentially under the 
assumption 7r2(P) = {e} and 7ri(Lf) = {e}. Under this assumption, Floer proved 
that Floer homology is well defined and invariant under the Hamiltonian deforma- 
tion of L's. He also proved, under the assumption 7r2(P,Lo) — {e}> that if Li is 
a Hamiltonian deformation of LQ, then a (slightly modified) Floer homology of the 
intersection of the two Lagrangian submanifolds is the ordinary homology of the La- 
grangian submanifold LQ. Floer's proof (without change) can be applied to the case 
of the cotangent bundle P = T*M and to the graphs L of exact one-forms, where the 
assumption ^(PjL) = {e} is automatically satisfied. Subsequently the second author 
of the present paper relaxed Floer's assumption and developed the Floer theory for 
the class of monotone Lagrangian submanifolds, which includes Floer's as a special 
case (See [02,3,6]). One difference of the general monotone case from Floer's is the 
existence of non-trivial quantum contribution which changes the Floer homology from 
the ordinary homology. We refer to [06] for some application of the study of the 
quantum contribution to the symplectic topology of Lagrangian embeddings. 

In the mean time, inspired by a talk by Donaldson [D], the first author further 
studied Lagrangian intersections and pseudo holomorphic curves where there are in- 
volved 3 Lagrangian submanifolds or more (this problem is also related to the study 
of the (gauge theory) Floer homology of 3-manifolds with boundary as was discussed 
in [Ful,2,4]), and discovered an A00 structure on the Floer homology. A00 structure 
was first discovered by Stasheff in the study of homotopy theoretic structures in the 
algebraic topology ([Stl]). 

As is discussed in [Fu2,3], the construction of the A00 structure on the Floer 
homology is parallel to that of quantum ring discussed in [R], [RT1] and [KM]: Roughly 
speaking, the A00 structure on the Floer homology is the O-loop correlation function of 
the (topological) open string while the quantum ring (and the quantum higher Massey 
product defined in [Fu3]) is the O-loop correlation function of the (topological) closed 
string. Similar A00 structures are discovered independently by various physicists in the 
context of the string theory and also by M. Kontsevitch [Kol,2]. The operad structure 
discussed by various mathematicians (see [Ge], [St2], [HL]) is that corresponding to 
our A00 structure in the closed string. 

The first author next applied the same construction of this A00 structure in 
the context of the Morse theory. The basic idea is to use several Morse functions 
simultaneously and to study the corresponding ordinary differential equations given 
by the gradient vector fields on arbitrary trees, which will produce an A00 structure 
on the ordinary homology group (more precisely on the Morse homology). We call 
these constructions the Morse homotopy theory. The idea of using several Morse 
functions simultaneously to deduce more information of the topology of manifolds was 
independently discovered also by M. Betz and R. Cohen [BC]. It turns out that this 
A00 structure thus constructed on the (co)homology group (in the case of rational 
coefficient) is the Morse homotopy analogue of the De-Rham homotopy theory of 
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D.Sullivan [Su]. Therefore by the result of D. Sullivan [Su] and D.Quillen [Q], it 
follows that A00 structure determines the rational homotopy type of the manifold. 

The main goal of this paper is to show that the Morse homotopy theory on a 
manifold M which uses trees as the graphs is equivalent to the open string theory 
of 0-loop on its cotangent bundle. In mathematical language, the topological open 
string theory of 0-loop means the study of pseudo holomorphic disks with Lagrangian 
boundary condition. Therefore our main result (Theorem 1.7) implies that the rational 
homotopy type of a manifold can be described also by pseudo holomorphic disks in 
its cotangent bundle. 

We would like to mention here some more results which are relevant to the present 
paper. In [W2], Witten discussed a relation of the 0-loop open string theory to non- 
commutative geometry of A. Connes [Co] and hinted for example, that coefficients of 
the q-th composition map in the A00 structure on Floer homology has a cyclic sym- 
metry which can be related to the theory of cyclic cohomology in the noncommutative 
geometry. Compare this also with Kontsevitch's paper [Kol]. Subsequently, Witten 
expanded this point of view to include the higher loop case in [W4], namely the case of 
Riemann surfaces of higher genus, and discovered that the Chern-Simons perturbation 
theory developed in [AS], [Ba], [GMM] and [Kol] can be described by the higher genus 
correlation function of open strings on the cotangent bundle. Our point of view that 
the open string theory is the quantization of the Morse theory can be also applied 
to the case of general Riemann surfaces: The higher loop correlation functions in the 
topological open string theory on the cotangent bundle are the quantization of the 
Morse homotopy of general graphs of higher loop on the base manifold. We refer to 
[Fu6], especially Section 8, in regard to this point of view. A more systematic study 
of open strings of higher loop is the subject of future research. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 1, we give the definitions of 
the two moduli spaces, one that of graph flows in the Morse theory and the other that 
of pseudo-holomorphic discs in the symplectic geometry, and state our main result 
which asserts their equivalence. In Section 2, we give a brief summary of the A00 

structure and explain what our main result means to the A00 structure. Sections 3 
to 17 of the paper are devoted to the proof of the main theorem. Those sections are 
divided into two parts. 

Part I is devoted to the case in which we concern three Lagrangians and three 
Morse functions. In this case, our main theorem asserts that studying the zero- 
dimensional part of the moduli-space of pseudo holomorphic disks with the corre- 
sponding Lagrangian boundary condition gives rise to the cup product of the base 
manifold. Part I is mainly of the analytic nature. The similar analytic argument will 
be required in Part II where the general case is studied. In Part II, we will not repeat 
those analytic details we provide in Part I, but focus only on the new phenomena we 
need to handle with. The contents of each sections of Part I and II are in order. In Sec- 
tion 3, we provide the appropriate analytical set up of the Sobolev space we use, and 
re-state the main theorem in the case of the three Lagrangians. In Section 4, to each 
given element of the moduli space of the graph flows, we explicitly construct a map 
from a disk to the cotangent bundle which is approximately (pseudo)-holomorphic. 
Section 5 is devoted to the error estimate of these approximate solutions. In Section 
6, we prove that the linearized operators of the approximate solutions are surjective, 
when the moduli space of the graph flow in the Morse theory satisfy appropriate 
transversality condition. The (Predholm) inverse of this linearized equation is studied 
in Section 7 where we establish various estimates we need later. Using the estimates 
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in Section 8, we find an exact solution in a neighborhood of the approximate solution 
defined in Section 3. In Section 9, we prove that every pseudo holomorphic disk in 
our moduli space is obtained in this way (in the semi-classical limit). This completes 
the proof of the main theorem in the case of three Lagrangians. 

One main new phenomenon we must take care of in the general case is that the 
domains of the equations have moduli themselves. In the case of pseudo holomorphic 
disks, the space of conformal structures on the disc with A: marked points on its 
boundary has moduli when the number of marked points are bigger than 3, while the 
conformal structure is unique if the number of point is 3 or less. Similarly in the case of 
the Morse theory, we need to consider the moduli space of metrics on the corresponding 
trees. Therefore to compare the moduli space of pseudo holomorphic disks with that 
of graph flows, we also need to incorporate these moduli of the conformal structures 
on the disk with k marked points on its boundary and of the metric structures of the 
relevant graphs. 

In Section 10, we study the stratification of the moduli space of metric structures 
of the graph. This stratification also induces the corresponding stratification on the 
moduli space of the graph flow. In Section 11, we construct approximate solutions of 
the pseudo holomorphic curve equation in a way similar to Section 4, where we need 
to work on each of the strata separately. Because of the moduli of the domains, the 
construction of approximate solutions is more delicate than in Section 3. In Section 
12 and 13, we construct exact solutions of pseudo holomorphic curve equation out of 
these approximate solutions on each stratum. The main point we need to discuss at 
this stage is to prove that the linearized operators at the approximate solutions are 
surjective. Again this will follow from an appropriate transversality condition of the 
moduli space of the graph flows. This transversality is carefully discussed in Section 
12 and exact solutions of the pseudo holomorphic curve equation are constructed in 
Section 13. 

By now, we have found diffeomorphisms between the two moduli spaces in each 
stratum. Section 14, 15,16 and 17 are devoted to the proof that these diffeomorphisms 
can be glued to construct a global diffeomorphism between the two moduli spaces of 
pseudo holomorphic disks and of graph flows. We do this in three steps. First, 
we provide an identification of the moduli space of conformal structures on the disc 
with k marked points on its boundary and that of metric structures on the trees 
(with k exterior edges). Stasheff proved in [Stl] that the latter is homeomorphic to 
the Euclidean space. We re-prove his theorem and also show that the natural cell 
decompositions in the two moduli spaces are dual to each other under the above 
identification. This argument involves the theory of quadratic differentials and the 
triangulation of the moduli space of marked Riemann surface (See [Mu], [Ha], [P], 
[Str] for some explanations on these subjects. Our case is the real version of those 
in the literature). This result, in particular, implies that the moduli space of metric 
structures on the graphs is a manifold. Using this, we define a smooth structure on the 
moduli space of graph flows in Section 15. Finally in Section 16 and 17, we complete 
the proof of the main theorem. 

Both authors would like to thank Newton Institute for its hospitality, where they 
both stayed and where the present work was initiated. They would also like to thank 
K. Ono for some helpful discussions. 

1. Statement of the main results. In this section, we define two moduli spaces 
of our concern, one in the Morse theory and the other in the symplectic geometry. To 
describe the Morse theory side, we first introduce the moduli space of metric Ribbon 
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trees. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A ribbon tree is a pair (T,i) such that T is a tree and i : T -> 

D2 C C is an embedding which satisfy the following : 
(1.1.1) No vertex of T has 2-edges. 
(1.1.2) If v £ T is a vertex with one edge, then i(v) G dD2. 
(1.1.3) i(T) fl dD2 consists of vertices with one edge. 

FIGURE 1.1 

We identify two pairs (T, i) and (T', i'), if T and Tf are isomorphic and i and i' are 
isotopic. Let Gk be the set of all triples (T,i,vi) where (T,i) is as above, vi E THdD2 

and T fl dD2 consists of k points. 
We remark that choosing vi £ T fl dD2 is equivalent to choosing an order of 

T fl dD2 which is compatible with the cyclic order of dD2 = S1. 
DEFINITION 1.2. We call a vertex an interior vertex if it has more than 2 edges 

attached to it and call it an exterior vertex otherwise. We call an edge an interior 
edge if both of its vertices are interior and call it exterior otherwise. Let Clxt(T) be 
the set of all exterior edges and C}nt(T) be the set of all interior edges. C^xt(T) and 
Cjnt(T) stand for the set of exterior and interior vertices respectively. 

For each t = (T,i,i;i) e G*, let Gr(t) be the set of all maps £ : Cjnt(T) -» M+. 
We put Grk = Ut€Gfc Gr(t) and define a topology on it as follows: 
Let ii e Gr(i). We assume that lim^oo^e) converges to £oo(e) for all e £ Clnt(T). 
Let t' = (T'^i^vi) £ Gk be the ribbon tree obtained by collapsing all the edges e in 
T such that ^oo(e) = 0. We define loo - C}nt(T') -> E+ by the restriction of loo- We 
then say that the limit of ti £ Gr(t) is £oo- From the definition, it is easy to see that 
Grk = UteG* Gr^t) provides a cell decomposition of Grk- Stasheff [Stl] proved that 
Grk is homeomorphic to M*~3. We give an alternative proof of this statement later 
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in Section 14, where we also explicitly provide a smooth structure on Gr^. 
We next introduce the moduli space To,fc of disks with k marked points on the 

boundary as follows: We define 

I 21 j •'' 5 Zk respects the cyclic order of dD2 j 
Uz1,---,zk)e(dDi)k 

We use the counter clockwise cyclic ordering for S1 = dD2.   Here (^i,--- ,Zk) ~ 
(zii" ' i z'k) ^ an^ on^y ft there exists a biholomorphic map tp : D2 -> D2 such that 
ip(Zi) = zl 

LEMMA 1.3. To,fc is homeomorphic to E^-3. 
Proof. It is well known that there exists a unique bi-holomorphic map ip : D2 -> 

D2 such that (p(zi) = 1, ^(22) =y/^T, ^(23) = —1. Hence we have 

IziT^Zj,    ifi^i'l 

(z4,.-,zk)e(dD2)k-3 
^0,k =  \ Im Zi < 0, 

Re Zj+i > Re zi 

Then the map : To,jfe -> ^0^-1 (24, • • • , Zk) ^ (24, • • • , ^-1) is a fiber bundle and its 
fiber is homeomorphic to M. Lemma 1.3 then immediately follows. □ 

Our main result of this paper identifies two moduli spaces, one is related to 
Morse theory, and the other is related to symplectic geometry more specifically to the 
Lagrangian intersection theory. We next define those moduli spaces. 

Let /1, • • • ,fkbe C00-functions on M, and g be a Riemannian metric on M. We 
assume that /i+i — /; is a Morse function for each i. (Here we put fk+\ = /1-) An 
element of Mg(M : /,p) is a pair ((T,i,vi,£),I) of elements of (T,i,vi,£) € Grk and 
a map I: T -> M satisfying the Conditions (1.2.1), (1.2.2), (1.2.3) below. 

(1.2.1) I is continuous, I(vi) = Pi. 

Before stating two other conditions, let us fix some notations. The set D2 — i(T) 
has k connected components. We denote them by Di where the closure Di contains Vi 
andvj+i. We define a metric on T such that the exterior edge is isometric to (—00,0] 
and the interior edge e is isometric to [0,£(e)]. 

For each e G C}nt(T) we fix its orientation with respect to which the 2 vertices 
i(e) and o(e) are determined so that e goes from i(e) to o(e). Note that for each given 
edge e there are two of the domains Di such that its closure contains e. We define the 
integers lef{e) and rig(e) so that the closure of Ae.f(e) contains e and Ae/(e) is on 

the left side of e with respect to the orientation of e and M2 . The definition of rig(e) 
is similar (Figure 1.2). There are A: exterior vertices. Let e^'s be the exterior edges 
containing Vi. Then we may set leffa) =1+1, rigfa) = i. 

Now two other conditions for ((T,i,i;i,£), J) to be an element of Mg(M : f^p) 
are given as follows: 

(1.2.2) Let a e Clxt and identify a ~ (-00,0]. Then 

^ = -grad(/m-/;). 

(1.2.3) Let e <E Cjnt and identify e ~ [0,£(e)]. Then 

dl\e 
dt 

= - grad(//e/(e) - frig(e)) 
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FIGURE 1.2 

We have a natural projection 

TT : Mg(M : f,p) -+Grk. 

THEOREM 1.4. For generic /i, • • • ,fk, the space Mg(M : f^p) is a C00-manifold 
of dimension 

k 

i=l 

such that TT becomes a smooth map where n = dim M. 
Here nipi) = A*(/i+i-/i)(Pi) is the Morse index of the critical point pi of /i+i — /,- 

for z = 1, • • -n ( mod n). This theorem was stated without proof in [Fu2, 3, 5]. We 
will prove it in §15. 

We next define another moduli space Mj(T*M : A6,^) in the symplectic geom- 
etry side. We let Af be the graph of edfi C T*M. This is a Lagrangian submanifold. 
For each critical point p of fi — fj, we can associate a point xe in the intersection 
A^ H Aj. Namely for a critical point pi of /i+i — /,-, we put xj = (pi, edfi(pi)) which is 
a point in the intersection A^ fl A€

i+1. 
We now take an almost complex structure J that is compatible to the standard 

symplectic form UJ on T*M and define 
DEFINITION 1.5. The moduli space Mj(T*M : A€,x€) consists of the pairs 

([zi, • • • ,Zk],w) of elements {[zi, • • • ,Zk] £ ^o,k and a map u : D2 ->• T*X satisfying 
the following conditions (1.3.1), (1.3.2) and (1.3.3) (We remark that dD2-{zu ••-,**} 
consists of k connected components.): Let diD2 be the component whose closure con- 
tains Zi and Zj+i. 

(1.3.1) ti;(^) = Pi- 
(1.3.2) w(di(D2))cAl 
(1.3.3) JoTw = TwoJ. 
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Again there is a natural map 

THEOREM 1.6. For generic fi, the space Mj(T*M : A€,x€) is a C00 manifold 
of dimension 

k 

$>(Pi)-(k-l)n + (fc-3) 
t=i 

where fx(pi) are the same integers as in Theorem 1.4- 
The proof of this theorem in general involves a transversality argument under 

the perturbation of boundary conditions rather than under the perturbation of almost 
complex structures, and some index calculation. See [04, 5] for this transversality 
argument for k — 0 case and [09] for an index calculation relevant to the dimension 
formula in this theorem. We will not give the complete proof of Theorem 1.6 here, 
because in the case of our main theorem in which e will be assumed to be sufficiently 
small, we can prove it in a different way (during the proof of main theorem.) 

We now restrict ourselves to the canonical almost complex structure J = Jg on 
T*M that is naturally induced from the Levi-Civita connection of the metric g on M. 
From now on, we will always assume, unless otherwise specified, that J is this canonical 
almost complex structure. We first note that if a Riemannian metric g is given to M, 
the associated Levi-Civita connection induces a natural almost complex structure on 
T*M, which we denote by Jg and which we call the canonical almost complex structure 
(in terms of the metric g on M). We are going to fix the Riemannian metric g on M 
once and for all. This canonical almost complex structure has the following properties: 

(1.4.1) Jg is compatible with the canonical symplectic structure w on T*M. 
(1.4.2) For every (g,p) £ T*M, Jg maps the vertical tangent vectors to horizontal 
vectors with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of g. 
(1.4.3) On the zero section OM C T*M, Jg assigns to each v £ TqM C T(gio)(T*M) 
the cotangent vector Jg(v) — g(v, •) £ T*M C T(9)0)(T*M). Here we use the canonical 
splitting 

T(ffjo)(T*M) = TqM © T^M. 

Now we are ready to state our main theorem. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let J = Jg be the canonical almost complex structure on T*M 

associated to the metric g on M. For each generic f = (fi) and for sufficiently small 
e, we have an oriented diffeomorphism Mg(M : f,p) c^ Mj(T*M : Ae,a?e). 

2. A00-structures. Here we briefly discuss the definition of A^-category and 
show that our main theorem provides an isomorphism between two A00-categories, 
one in the Morse theory and the other in the Lagrangian intersection theory. We refer 
to [Fu2, 3, 5] for more details on A^-categories. 

DEFINITION 2.1. An A^-category € consists of a set D<B the set of objects and 
a cochain complex C*(a, b) for each a, 6 G D® (that is the set of morphisms) and a 
map 

(2.1) qk : C*(co,ci) (8) • • • (8) C*((*-!,<*) -> C*(co,ck) 

of degree — (k — 2) such that 

(dqk - (-l)kqkd) (xi <8> • ■ • (Sx*) = ^(-lYqk~j(xi <8> • • -qj(xi <g> • • • ^xi+j) • • • ®xk) 
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In the case in which there is only one object, the A^-category is called an A^-algebra 
(This notion was introduced by Stasheff [Stl].) 

Our moduli spaces defined in Section 1 can be used to define A^-categories. More 
precisely, we will define topological A^-categories as follows. 

DEFINITION 2.2. A topological A00-category consists of a topological space D25 
and a chain complex C(a, b) for each pair a, b in a Baire subset of D*B . We assume 
that they satisfy the properties in Definition 2.1 if (ci, • • • , Q;) is contained in a Baire 
subset of QfBk. We also assume that qk is locally constant with respect to c* where it 
is defined. 

We first consider the case of the Morse theory and define an A00 category 9716 (M) 
for each Riemannian manifold M. Our object in this case is the set of all smooth 
functions C00(M). For almost all pairs f,g £ C,00(M), the difference / - g is a 
Morse function and its gradient flow is a Morse-Smale flow. Hence we can define its 
Morse-Witten complex C*(M : / — g). Recall that the group Ck(M : h) is defined by 

Ck(M : h) = the free abelian group genererated by Critfc(/i) 

where Critfc(/i) is the set of critical points of the Morse index k (See [Mi], [F13], [Wl] 
or [Sc] for more details). Let us then define the dual complex 

Ck{f,g) = }lom(Ck{M:f-g\1). 

Note that this dual complex can be canonically identified with CdimM-&(^ : — (/ — 
g)) = CdimM-fc(M,# - /) and so we will take 

Ck{f,g) = C6imM-k{M:g-f) 

as the definition in this paper. 
Now our A:-th composition map qk is defined as follows: For eachp; e Crit(M, fi+1 

—fi) for i = 1, • • • , k-\-1( mod n = dim M), we count the number of zero dimensional 
components (which can be shown to be compact (and so finite) later). We denote this 
number by $Mg(M : f,p). In terms of the definition 

C*(/i,/i+i) - Cn_*(M : /,.+1 - /,.), 

Pi has degree n-jK(/.+1_/.)(pt) for i = !,••• ,k and pk+i G C*(/i,/*) = C*(/*+!,/*) 
has degree ^(fk+l-fk)(Pk+i)- Therefore from the dimension formula in Theorem 1.4 
which can be re-written for (/i, • • • , /&+i) as 

k 

dimM9(M : f,p) = ii(pk+i) - $^(n - ^(p,-)) + (* - 2), 
i=i 

we derive that dim Mg(M : /,p) = 0 when 

k 

(2.2) deg (pk+1) = J2 deg (Pj) - (A - 2). 
J=I 

Now we define our k-th composition map qk by 

(2.3) ^([pi] ® • • • ® \pk]) = ^MgiM : /.^[pfc+i] 

where the sum is taken over all (pi,*-* ,Pk-\-i) satisfying (2.2). Using Theorem 1.4 
and the description of compactification of Mg(M : /,p), one can prove by the stan- 
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dard compactness and cobordisra arguments that they satisfy the axioms of the A00 

category in Definition 2.1 (See [Fu2] for some details.) 

We next discuss the A00 category in Lagrangian intersection theory. The con- 
struction is based on the Floer homology of Lagrangian intersections. There is some 
difficulty in defining the Floer homology for general Lagrangian submanifolds in gen- 
eral symplectic manifolds as pointed out by the second author [02] (even if we assume 
that the symplectic manifold is semi positive), which requires various restrictions on 
the Lagrangian submanifolds. To avoid such trouble in this paper, we consider only 
the case in which the Lagrangians are the graphs of exact one forms in the cotangent 
bundle, which is relevant to our main theorem. As we mentioned in the introduction, 
the construction of the Floer homology is well-defined in this case. Now the definition 
of the A00 category &%)(T*M)0 is as follows: 

Its objects are graphs A/ of exact one forms df. For two objects A/, A^, we define 
the morphisms 

C*(Af,Ag) = CF*(\f,Ag) 

where CF*(Af,Ag) is Floer's cochain complex with an appropriate grading. 
Recall that as an abelian group CF*(Af,Ag) can be identified with CFn-*(Ag, 

Af) (by a chain isomorphism) that is generated by the intersections of the two La- 
grangians A/j and A/2. Now we are ready to define the (higher) composition qk. Let 
xi € Ai fl Aj+i) regarded as an element in C*(Aj, Aj+i). We define similarly as in the 
case of Morse theory 

(2.4) qfUxi] ® • • • ® [a*]) = £ ftA^M : /.^N+i]- 

Again the sum is taken over those Xj = (pj,dfj(pj)ys where the p/s satisfy (2.2), 
which will imply that Mj(M : f,x) is O-dimensional. Furthermore by the same kind 
of degree counting as in the case of Morse theory, it follows that qk has degree — (k — 2) 
if we use the grading on C*(Af, Ag) transfered from the Morse grading above. 

To establish that the map qk is really well-defined and satisfies the axioms in 
Definition 2.2 with Z-coefficients in general, we need to prove a more general version 
of the index formula than in Theorem 1.6, which will replace the Morse index fi(pi) 
by the Maslov-type index of the Lagrangian intersections, and to study coherent ori- 
entations and compactification of the moduli space. This itself should constitute a 
nontrivial amount of work and so we will just use our main theorem to transfer here 
the corresponding results in the Morse theory (which is much easier to prove) for the 
case in which f^s axe sufficiently small. We will refer elsewhere for the complete proof 
of the fact that qkls satisfy all the axioms of the A00 category. 

At least, we can state here the following result which is an immediate translation 
of our main theorem. 

THEOREM 2.3. 9Jt6(M) is isomorphic to a sub-category of 62)(T*M)o. 
Remark 24. Although we call 62)(T*M)o and SDt6(M) A00 categories, they are 

in fact very close to A00 algebras. This is because there exist canonical isomorphisms 
between the objects in the above A^-categories. 

PART I: CUP PRODUCT 

3. Preliminaries. In this Part I, we will consider Mg(M : /,p) and Mj(T*M : 

A, x) for the case k = 3. We first recall the definitions of Mg(M : f,p) and M j(T*M : 
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A,x) for k = 3, where 

/=(/IJ/2,/3),P=(PI,P2,P),^ = (AI,A2,A3) and £ = (ari,^,^). 

For a given tree T with 3 edges, 

FIGURE 3.1 

we identify (or give coordinates of) each edge with (—oo,0]. For each given metric g 
on M, we consider the map 

I :T ->M 

such that the restriction Xi — ^k to each edge e satisfies the equation 

1     lim  Xf(r) =pi 
V   r—>• — oo 

where e^ is the edge between ith and (i -f l)th domains with i counted mod 3. By 
definition, Mg(M : /,p) is the set of all such maps / as above. Geometrically, one 
can also identify this set with 

r\w-(fi+1 - ^ 
i=l 

where Wp (h) is the unstable manifold of the gradient flow of the function h at the 
critical point p £ M. 

Next, we describe Mj(T*M : A,x). We denote by D'2 the closed unit disc and 
let {£1,22,23} C dD2 be three distinct fixed points in dD2 in the cyclic order with 
respect to the orientation of dD2 induced from the complex orientation of D2 C C. It 
is convenient and essential for the later analysis to conformally identify D2\{zi, 22,23} 
with a domain, denoted by 0, with 3 cylindrical ends, see Figure 3.2. 
We denote the three boundary components of 0 by £1, £2 and £3 denoted as in Figure 
3.2. We will also denote by oof the point at infinity in 0 that corresponds to the point 
Zi in D2 under the given conformal identification. 

Now for a given almost complex structure J that is compatible with the canonical 
symplectic structure w on X = T*M, we define the set 

Mj - Mj(X : A) 

= Iw : 0 ->► X I djw = 0,w(ti) C A,-  and    / W*UJ < 00j 

and for given x = (xi,X2,xs) with Xi £ A* fl Af+i, 

Mj(x) = Mj{X :lL,x) = {we Mj(X : A) | ^(ooi) = xu i = 1,2,3}. 

We will be particularly interested in the Lagrangians 

A^ := Graph(e<i/i),        i = 1,2,3 
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t\       v 

Hi 

FIGURE 3.2 

for a small positive parameter e > 0. We also fix the canonical almost complex 
structure J — Jg associated to the metric g on M. 

The main goal of Part I is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let g be a fixed Riemannian metric on g and J = Jg be the 

associated canonical almost complex structure on T*M defined as in (1.4)- Suppose 
that fi+i — fi are Morse functions and that the unstable manifolds W~(fi+i — fi) of 
the gradient flow of fi's for i = 1,2,3 ( mod 3) intersect transversely, i.e., we have 

(3.2) 
6 

n(w-(/i+i-/i)) rihA    in     MxMx M 
i=l 

where AcMxMxMis the diagonal A = {(g, q, q)   \   q £ M}.  Then there exists 
some eo > 0 such that for any 0 < e < eo we have a diffeomorphism 

where 

$€ : Mg(M : f,p) -> Mj(X : A%x*) := Mej 

A^(klAlAl)       iF = {xlxlxl). 

Here we note that if e is sufficiently small, there is a natural one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the sets Crit(/j+i — fi) and A^+1 n A^. The x^s above are those 
corresponding to p^s respectively. In fact, we have 

Xi = (Pi,e<Wi(Pi))' 

We will prove this theorem by a version of the gluing construction to produce 
elements in Mj(X : A€,xe) whose images are close to those in Mg(M : f,p). There 
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are two subtleties in this proof: The first one is to deal with a degeneration into one 
dimensional objects, which requires delicate estimates involving weighted norms in the 
proof. The second is more serious, in that it is not obvious at all at first sight what we 
should glue near the intersection point of the gradient lines to produce approximate 
solutions. In most of other gluing problems, it has been quite clear to guess what the 
appropriate approximate solutions should be. 

Now we explain the analytic set-up we are going to use in the gluing construction 
mentioned above. We denote by Qi the ith cylindrical region of 0 and give the 
coordinates (T,£) on 0^ = (-oo,0) x [0,1]. We also denote 

QiiS) = {zeei\-oo<T< -5},  i = 1,2,3 
3     

Q0(8) = Q\[j Q^S) 
i=i 

and 
ei(sus2) = {zeei\-52<T< -tJi} 

for J's positive. We choose a metric on X = T*M, which is compatible with the 
symplectic structure u so that the Lagrangians A* are totally geodesic near intersection 
points. Note that when we consider a family of Lagrangians A|, we have to vary the 
metric to make the latter condition satisfied. If w(oOi) = Xi, i = 1,2,3, then we can 
express 

wfat) =expXit(TJt) 

for some f that satisfies Lagrangian boundary conditions 

(3.3) £(T,0) G Tx.Ai9  <£(T, 1) e TXiAi+1. 

This is because we require that Aj's are totally geodesic near the intersection point 
with respect to the metric g. We now define 

pi* = Tl*(X : A,f) = iw : 0 -> X \ w(li) C Af, w = exp^. £ with 

IkleiCHjIli^c < oo for some R > Oj 

where we define the norm || • Hi^e &s follows: 

||^||o;P;, = (_£e2|^)1/P 

and 

m\i,p,t = (Je<?\z\p+el-pm'y 

Similarly for one forms rj G ^(w^TX), we define 

INIo,P,f=(_£e2-pMP)1/P 

M\i*,t=(Je<?-p\r}\p + el-2p\VvPy 

One crucial point of taking these norms is that the ordinary Sobolev norm of the 
rescaled £, £(u) := £(-) is the same as the weighted norm of £, i.e 

II^IU,p;[0,€] = II^IU,p,€;[0,l]- 

,1/P 

1/P 
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The same applies to 77. Choosing right weighted norms is the most convenient way of 
dealing with general singular limit problems like ours. As in [Fll], one can prove that 
Fl* becomes a Banach manifold modeled by W}>p(w*TX), 

Wl>*{w*TX) := {£ £ A(w*TX) \ £&) C TA*, \\Z\\ltPt€ < 00} 

and the map 

Bj : Ft* -> H*(w*TX) := Lp
€ (A^'^T'S ®w*TX) 

becomes a smooth section of the vector bundle 

TT : np
€ -> T\* 

where 
7if=    IJ    np

€(w*TX). 

The following propositions will be the main tools to prove Theorem 3.1, which are 
well-known tools in the literature. Here, we adapt Theorem 3.34 and Proposition 3.35 
in [MS] to our purpose. 

PROPOSITION 3.2 [THEOREM 3.34, [MS]] Let p > 2. Then for every constant 
CQ > 0; there exist constants 5 > 0 and C > 0 such that the following holds. Let 
w : 0 —> X be a map in TljP and 

Qw : Wf -> TwTl* = Wt*(w*TX) 

be a right inverse of 
Dw := Ddj(w) : Tw^

p -> ii* 

such that Dw o Qw = id and 

\\Qw\\ < CO,   \\Dw\\Lr  < Co,   \\dj(w)\\Lr  < 6. 

Then for every £ € Ker Dw with ||£||i,p,c < 5, there exists a section £ = Qwr] G 
Wt*(w*TX) such that 

9j(expu,(£ + Qwrj)) = 0, ||(9u^||i,p,e < C'HSjCexp^OHo.p.c. 

PROPOSITION 3.3 [PROPOSITION 3.35 [MS]] Letp > 2. Then for every constant 
Co > 0 there exists a constant S > 0 such that the following holds. Let w : 0 -> X and 
Qw ■ %? -> TyjFl'P such that w € J7

C
1,P, -D^ o Qu, =  id and 

\\Qw\\ < co,   ||Dw||o,p,€ < CQ. 

// WQ — expu,(£o) anrf IUI = expu,(£i) are J-holomorphic maps such that £OJ£I ^ 
W^^TX) satisfy 

ll£o||l,p,c <*»   ll€l||l,p,c < CO, 

and 

ll£i-£o||oo<^   £i-£o €lmQu„ 

then 
WQ = ii;i. 

The following lemma is also useful in later computations, which is a standard fact 
in symplectic geometry. We omit the proof. 
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Lemma 3.4 Let g and h be a two smooth functions on M and G and H be their 
lifts to T*M i.e 

G(x) = g(irx)    (resp. H(x) = h(7rx)). 

Then the Poisson bracket {(3, H} satisfies 

{(?,#} = 0 

and so their Hamiltonian flows (j)f and <$ commute. In particular, we have 

(3-3) (<^)*XG=XG 

4. Construction of approximate solutions. We divide 0 into 4 main regions 
and 3 intermediate regions which vary depending on e > 0. We will choose a positive 
constant a such that 

0 <a< 1 

in the rest of Part I. In Part II, we have to vary a depending on how fast conformal 
structures of the domain 0 with k > 3 degenrate. With this constant a, we consider 
fori = 1,2,3, 

ei(£) = {zeQi\-oo<T<-±} 

and 
0o(^)=e\u|=10i(i). 

We will describe the possible approximate solutions w€ on each of these regions sepa- 
rately and then interpolate them on the remaining regions of 0. 

We start with the regions 0f (^r), i = 1,2,3. For each given Morse function h 
on M C T*M, we define the Hamiltonian H : X -> E by 

H(x) := h(irx) 

where TT : T*M -t M is the canonical projection. We denote by $ the Hamiltonian 
flow of H. In the regions 0f (^r), we just define 

(4.1) wfc) = <(r + it) = ^+1^(i-t)te(eT)) 

for each given I e M(M : /,p), where we recall 

One can easily check that w€ satisfies the required boundary condition 

u;|(r,0) G Af, ^(r,l) E A|+lJ t = 1,2,3. 

To describe the part of w€ on 0o(^r), we first re-scale a neighborhood of each 
given intersection point x G nf=1W-(/i+i - ft) C M C T*M in X = T*M. We 
consider the exponential map 

exp^ : TXX -> X 

and denote 
A^ := 1 expJ^AI) n Bei-«(0) C TXX 

One can easily see that as e -> 0, 

Af -»• A, = {(g.p) G T^X s I2" | p = V/^x)} 
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uniformly on compact sets. We will first construct a holomorphic map 

^o : © -> Cn £ M2n ^ T^X 

with boundary conditions 
woCAOcAi,    i = 1,2,3, 

and with appropriate asymptotic conditions at each end, which we now describe. 
Since we are going to glue the part WQ on 0o(^r) to luf's defined in (4.1), the 

asymptotic conditions of WQ should match those (rescaled by e) obtained from 

wf(^+«) = ^+i05i-t)(x^1"0)). 
We identify TXX with Cn so that TXM C TXX becomes the real plane Mn and J • 
TXM C TXX becomes the imaginary plane i • Mn C Cn. We denote the real and 
imaginary parts of v € Cn by Re v and Im v respectively. With this notation, it is 
now easy to check that we have 

(4.2) lim ilm {exp"1 (tuj (^ + it))} = t(Vfi+1(x) - V/^ar)) + V/^x). 

Therefore, a natural candidate for the needed asymptotic condition will be 

(4.3) lim   Im wole^r,*) = t(V/i+1(x) - V/^x)) + V/^a:) 
T—>— OO 

uniformly over t E [0,1]. We now prove that this is precisely the natural asymptotic 
condition we should impose on {SQ. 

PROPOSITION 4.1.   The solution set of Wi : 0 -> Cn satisfying 

(4.4) 

dwo - 0,    wo(^) C A, 

lim  Im wole^T,*) = t{Vfi+i{x) - V/i(x)) + V/4(a:), 

/or 1 = 1,2,3 

zs unique (if it exists) up to addition by real constant vectors. 
Proof. Suppose that WQ and w'0 be two such solutions. We consider the difference 

map 
£ = fi;o-«% :0->Cn. 

Since Aj are affine spaces given by 

Ai = {(g,p)G]R2"-C"|p = V/i(a;)}, 

£ satisfies 
£(£i)cMn,    t = l,2,3. 

Furthermore, it also satisfies the asymptotic condition 

lim Im £1©. = 0        uniformly. 
T—>00 

Therefore £ : 0 -> Cn is a holomorphic map such that 

Im £|a0 = 0 

and |Im (\ is bounded on 0. Applying the maximum principle to the harmonic map 
Im £ on 0 into Cn, we conclude 

Im £ = 0       on 0 
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which will in turn imply that 

£ = a real constant vector. 

This finishes the proof. □ 
Now, we will remove non-uniqueness in this proposition by imposing the following 

balancing condition (4.7). This will be important in finding a good approximate 
solution which enables us to obtain necessary error estimates. Since ^o is holomorphic 
and satisfies 

lim   Im wole^t) = t(V/i+i(rr) - V/*(a;)) + Vfi(x) 
r-4—oo 

which is a "linear" function on t, WQ must satisfy 

(4.5) |^o(r^) - vj + iVfjix) + (r + it)(Vfi+1(x) - V/i(x))| -> 0 

uniformly as r -> oo for some vectors Vj G W1, j = 1,2,3. We note that the direction 
vectors (V/i+i(a;) — V/f(ar)) satisfy 

(4.6) (V/2(^) - V/i(a?)) + (V/3(x) - V/2(ar)) + (V/ifr) - V/sW) = 0. 

We remove the ambiguity in Proposition 4.1 by imposing the condition 

3 

(4.7) lim   ^2 Re ^o|e,- (r, t) = 0. 
T^    ^ 3=1 

This can be always achieved, due to (4.6), by choosing appropriate real vectors Vj's in 
(4.5). 

It remains to prove existence of a solution to (4.4). For notational convenience, 
we denote 

uj = V/i+i(x) - Vfjix),        j = 1,2,3 

and then the span of Uj's satisfy 

dimRspanR-jui,^,^} = 2 

because ui + U2 4- us = 0 from (4.6). By the uniqueness theorem, it will be enough (if 
possible) to construct a solution of (4.4) such that 

Image WQ C Spanc{ui,^2,^3} +^V/i(x). 

We denote the affine space of complex dimension 2 

W :=Spanc{wi,W2,W3} + iV/i(x) CCn. 

We will assume without loss of any generality that V/i (x) = 0 and so W becomes a 
subspace. In this way, we have reduced the existence problem to one in W = C2. If 
we denote 

V = SpanR{1/1,1/2,^3} C Mn, 

we have 

W = Vc+iVMx) 

where Vc is the complexification of V. We now consider two complex projection 

TTI , ^2 : W -> W 
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such that Image TT* are one dimensional and 

TTI = projection along       m = Vf-zix) - Vfi(x) 

irz = projection along       uz = Vfsix) - VJ^OE). 

By identifying the images of TTi's with C, we have coordinates which we denote by 

(TTI ,7^) GC2. 

To determine WQ : 0 -> W C O1, it will be enough to determine its coordinate 
functions TT^ O W0 : 0 —>- C. Denote 

yi = y + t-V/i(a;)        i = 1,2,3. 

Then it follows 

7r1(y1)-7r1(^)C7ri(W) 

n2(V2)=ir2(V2)C7r2(W). 

We will now seek holomorphic functions 

afc:0->C, A; = 1,2, 

such that 
f ai^i),^^)    C7ri(yi)=7ri(y2) 

and 
f oa(€i) cMVi) 

\ 02(^2),a2(€3)    CTTS^). 

Then we will choose xiJo : 0 ->> VF C Cn such that 

wo(z) = (ai(z),a2(z)) 

in coordinates (TTI,^) of W. By conformal identification of 0 with D2\{zi,Z2,zs}, 
the above description of finding ai is equivalent to finding holomorphic map 

ai :D2\{z2,Z3} -» C 

with 

(481) rai(€iU{zi}U£2)    CTTI^) 

loi(4) CTTiCVg) 

and 

(4.8.2) 01(22) =—00,        01(33) = 00. 

Existence of such functions immediately follows from the Riemann mapping theorem. 
In fact, there exists one dimensional family of such functions. Similarly, we find a 
holomorphic function 

03 : 0 -» C 

such that 

(4.9.1) { a2(4) C *><*> 
1 a2(4U4U{z2})C7r2(V2) 
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and 

(4.9.2) cb'zizs) = -oo,        02(21) = 00. 

Finally, we need to check that the map wo : 0 -> C defined by 

wo(z) = (01(2), 02(2)) 

in coordinates (TTI,^) of W indeed satisfy all the requirements in Proposition 4.1, 
especially the asymptotic conditions. To check the asymptotic conditions, we recall 
that since 0 has cylindrical ends with the same width, it follows from the properties 
of the Riemann map that both ai and 02 are asymptotically linear at each end. More 
precisely, the functions ai must satisfy 

ai|e2(r,t) -> b(r-\-it) 

(4.10) ai 102 (r, t) -► -6(T 4- it)       as |r | -> 00 

for a constant 6 G C. Similar conditions must hold for 02 - 
Now, we consider the asymptotic conditions of WQ at each point of zi,Z2 and Z3. 

First at zi G 9D2, we have, from (4.8.1), (4.9.2) and the asymptotic linearity of 02, 

(4.11.1) a^Z!) G MVi) 

(4.11.2) a2(T + it) ~ b(T + it)    as |r| -> 00. 

We interpret these conditions for WQ in the standard coordinates on 0i. It is easy to 
check that (4.11.1) implies that the image of WQ is asymptotically tangent to span{mi} 
and (4.11.2) implies that WQ is asymptotically linear which are precisely the conditions 
for UJQ to satisfy on ©i. Similar consideration applies to Z2 and so on ©2- It remains 
to prove the asymptotic condition on ©3. At zs, we have 

a1(4)C7r1(y3)J     ai(£i)C7ri(yi) 

and 
a2(4) C 7r2(^2),     oatfi) C 7r2(yi). 

Moreover both ai and a2 are asymptotically linear at Z3. It now follows from these 
that WQ also satisfies the required asymptotic condition on ©3. This finishes the proof 
of the existence of solutions satisfying the equation in Proposition 4.1. 

Remark 4-%- Originally, we found the solution WQ by a different method, which 
first solves the minimization problem of the harmonic energy 

/     M 
jQi(R) 

for large fixed R > 0 with appropriate boundary conditions and then proves the 
minimizer must be holomorphic. Then WQ can be obtained as the limit as R —> 00. This 
method is possible because we require that ^o satisfy the totally geodesic Lagrangian 
boundary condition given by A* in Cn (See some remnants of this method in the proof 
of Lemma 16.3). Only after we proved the uniqueness result Proposition 4.1, we have 
been able to find the above elementary method. 

Now, we use WQ : Q -^ CP' to construct the portion on ©o (~) of our approximate 
solution 
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It would be very natural to define 

^0 ■ eo(£) -+ x 

by 
wKz) =exvxewo{z). 

Unfortunately, this does not quite satisfy the boundary conditions 

Wo\tiC\l 

For the moment ignore this fact and proceed defining w€. Finally, we interpolate wl 

with WQ for each i = 1,2,3 on the regionG^ (-^, ~ J.  We choose a cut-off function 

/? : (-oo,0] -+ M such that 

13 = 0    for -1 < r < 0 

(3 = 1    for r < -2 

-2 <    Fir) < 0. 

We denote 

wl := ^exp"1^,        i = 1,2,3, 

and complete the definition of w€ = w**1 by 
(4.12) 

expx ewo(z) for z G 0o(^r) 

exp,. e(wo(z) 4- /3(ear)(ii;|(2;) - woW) 

fOTZZQii^,-^). 

It remains to justify the fact that this is a good approximate solution although it does 
not quite satisfy the boundary conditions on the regions 

©<(£)• 

First we note that since WQ is asymptotically linear and so |eii;o(^)| ~ e1"01 on 0o(^r), 
expxewo(z) -> x as e -» 0 uniformly over ©o(^r) for sill x € n|:=1W^:(/J+i — /j). 
Hence, one can correct we on the image by a C1 -small perturbations so that it satisfies 
the correct boundary condition. Because of this, we will pretend that we defined in 
(4.12) satisfies the correct boundary conditions. 

Remark 4-3- It is important to note that because of (4.6), the images of ewo(z) 
converges to the three lines intersecting at the origin in the Hausdorff sense as e -> 0, 
which are in the directions of grad(/i+i — fi)(x) for i = 1,2,3. This point will be 
important in Section 6 and 7. 

5. Error estimates. We start with the regions 0i(^r) for i = 1,2,3. In terms 
of the coordinates (r,t) on ©;, we have 

we(z) = we' (z) = < 

\djtf\ = % 
dw€    ,    jdw€ 

dr   ■+' J   dt on @i 

where the left hand side is the norm taken in A^'^T*© 0 (weyTX and the right 
hand side is the one taken in (we)*TX.  Therefore, we will compute the right hand 
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side instead of \djw€\. For notational convenience, we denote 

Wifa t) := w^ (r, t) = ^+1 o ^f^^ (xi(cr))    on ©i. 

We compute 

^ = er^or^1_t)(x{(er)) 

= eT^+1 oT^^C-grad^+i -/0(x«(«-)) 

where the second equality comes from (3.1). And 

^ = ^Fi+>i) - cr^|+1^((^+1)-1(«;<)) 

= e^Fi+1(wi) - eXp.iwi) = eX^^p.^Wi) 

= eTtfr o ^i-t) (x(Fi+1_Fi)(xi(er))) 

where we used the identities 

(^rrxFi+1=xFi+l 

XH — XQ — X(H_G) - 

Therefore we have 

^ + J^t = -Wir 0 ^f(i_t) (grad(/i+1 - /i)(Xi(er))) 

+ eJT4&+1 o T^^X^^foCc-ier)) 

= -eT^fr1 oT^^JX^^f^Xiier)) 

= -eT<Afri°^1_t){jX(Fj+1_Fi)- 

- (^fr1 o ^i-t))V • X^-p^biier)). 

Here we used Lemma 3.4 and the identity 

JX(Fi+1-Fi) = grad(/i+i - fi) 

on M C T*M. Since we have 

where C is the constant depending only on / = (/i, /2, /s), we have 

\-d? + J-dt |(T'*) 

For the simplicity of exposition, we denote 

Yi^ :- JX(Fi+1-F.) - (<pf('t
+1 o (f>fJ{l_t)yj ■ X^F^-Fi) 

= (j-(4>f
er°<t>{i1-t)yj)-X(Fi+1-Pi) 
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and then, we have 

r) 

= Cpe2 f   f  " \Yite\P(xi(eT))drdt 
JO    J-oo 

= Cpe[   f   e      lYi^ixiia^dadt,   a = er 

<Cptf   f    \Yitt\»(xi(<T))d*dt 
JO    J-oo 

< Cpe sup | J - (^r1 ° tf'n-nrJn*) f     \X{Fi+1-Fi)\
p(xi(<T))da. 

Here it is easy to see that 

and so we have 

(5.1) IIWIIi; < C^+r f   W^-ntfixiWW. 
e J—oo 

Since J-X^+i-Fi) = grad(/i+i - fo) on M C T*M and the gradient trajectory Xi = 
7|e. converges exponentially to p^ as cr -» — oo, we have 

(5-2) \X(Fi+i-Fi) I (X«(ff)) = 0(e-c*) 

as |5| —> oo. However the region of a where (5.2) is valid will depend on I £ M(M : 
/,p), because M.(M : /,p) may not be compact in general due to the splitting of 
trajectories, see Figure 5.1. However, as described in [Fu3], the compactification of 
M(M : /,p) has only finitely many strata and the minimal stratum is compact. To 
effectively describe the non-compactness of M(M : /,p), we introduce the variance of 
the energy, an analogue of which was previously used by Floer in the context of Floer 
homology (see [Lemma 2.1, F3]). 

LEMMA 5.1.   The function V : M(M : /,p) ->- E defined by 

2 
dr 

j=l      J-oo 

is everywhere defined and proper. 
Proof. The integral converges for each I G M because of the exponential de- 

cay of the gradient trajectories at nondegenerate critical points. Now, we prove the 
properness. It will be enough to prove that the set V"~

1
([0,JK']) is compact for any 

K > 0. Suppose the contrary. Since the non-compactness arises by the splitting of 
trajectories, there must exist a sequence Ik G y~1([0,Jff]) and r^ -> oo such that for 
some j = 1,2,3, say j = 1, the sequence of maps 

r^Ik\ei(T-Tk) 
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FIGURE 5.1 

(locally) converges to a gradient trajectory x : M ^ M of /2 — /i. From this, it follows 
that the integral 

J— CO ' J— oo 
dr 

goes to + oo as A: —> oo, which gives a contradiction to 

V(!k) < K 

for all k. D 
It is obvious that 

iiOO 

and we denote 

M^(M : /,p) = V-HtO,^]) = {/ G M(M : /,p) | V(J) < If}. 

By restricting to MR for each if > 0, we will have the uniform exponential decay at 
each triple p— (pi,P2jP3) of critical points. More precisely, there exists 

R = R(K) > 0 

such that we have 

(5.3) \I'\ej(a)\<Ce-c*, 

for all a < — R, I € MR and j = 1, 2,3. Therefore, we conclude 
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from (5.1) for all I E MR, where 

(5.5) (%(K)=C?  sup   /     \X{Fi+1_Fi)f(xi(<T))d<Tdt. 
I€MK JO 

Again for I G MK(M : f,p), we now estimate ||9j^€||o,p,€,eo(-3-)- From the definition 
of <9j, we have 

djwl = djexpx(€Wo) 

_ D exp^ ewo 4- JD exp^ E iSo 0 * 
~ 2 
_ Z) expa,(eii;o) 0 eDwo + Ji^ expa.(eti;o) o eDwo o i 

2 
_ ./DWQ + (exp (e^o))**/ o .D^o o i\ 

= eD expJC(e^o) (^ 2L—^ J 

= 6D expa.(e^o) ( —^ — J o i?«;o o i 

where we used the fact 

dj0wo = 0,        Jo = J(x) 

for the fourth identity.  By the standard facts on the exponential map and the fact 
that l^oC^jt)! grows linearly with respect to |r| ->- oo, we have 

(5.6) Kexp^ewo))* J - Jo| < C\ewo\ < Ce1^ 

on 0i(^r). Hence it follows 

\djwe
0\<Ce2-a 

and so 

"i^sCe,^) = f (1 /-
p\^or 

(5.7) < Cjc2+l»-(l>+l)a 

where the last inequality follows from that 

Area(0o(i)) ~ i. 

We note that the estimate (5.7) holds uniformly over all I E M not just for I E MR- 

Now, we need the estimates on the intermediate regions 

fil^j^r)?    fc = l,2,o. 

Using the canonical coordinates on 0i, we again estimate dw€   ,   raw6 

dr   ^ J  dt instead of 
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\djwe\. On 0i(^r, £), we have 

dw' 
dr - = eDexpx (Sg. + e<*l3'(e"T)(wl - w0) + /3(e«r)(^ - ^)) 

¥ = ^expx(^+/3(e«r)(^-^)). 

Hence, from the equation ^- 4- Jo^1 = 0, 

af + J^l = eDexpx ((exp; J - Jo)^) + e^^exp.^'Ce^r)^ - two)) 

+ e/3(e«r){(Dexps (fl) + J^exp, (^)) 

(5.8) - (tfexp, (f^) + JDexp, (st))}. 

For the first term, we note as in (5.6) 

| exp* J - Jo| < C\e(wo(z) + ^(6ar)(^(^) - #(>(*)) I- 

From (4.2) and (4.3), we conclude 

(5-9) !«!(*) - ^o^leu^,*) < C 

uniformly as e -> 0. Therefore, we have on ©^(^r, ^r) 

lexp^J-Jol^C^ol^Ce1^ 

and so 

(5.10) <Ce 2-a eDexp.^exp^J-Jo)^) 

For the second term in (5.8), we immediately have from (5.9) 

(5.11) |e1+«Dexpx03Vr)(^ - t*,))| < Ce1+a. 

Therefore, we have from (5.10) 

L C2-P 

e*^,*) 

(5.12) 

and from (5.11) 

(5.13) 

L ,2-p 

©i(*,*) 

eD expx ((exp; J - Jo)-^-) f 

< (7Pe
2+p-(p+1)a 

e^Dexp^i^rXiSl -wo)) 

< (jp^+P01-01 — (3Pe
2+(p-1)oc 

For the third term in (5.8), we consider two terms in the parenthesis separately. 
We first recall the definition of {S| 

and so 

wl = ±(expj  X- 

wt =expa.(efi;J). 
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We also have 

DexPx [st) + JDexPx {st) 

= Dexpx(e(Mz)+P(taT)m(z) - £0(2)))(^ 

+ JDexpMM*) + l3(eaT))(wt(z) - ^o(^)))(^L) 

+ (Dexpx e(wo(z) + P(eaT))(wl(z) - wo(z)j) 

+ [jDexpx {e(w0(z) + ^r) (u;J(z) - ti>o(z)) 

- JDexpx{e®'dz)J)(ijf) 

where we used the identity 

--Q? = Dexp^ewiiz))-^- and 

Therefore, 

ar   + J   dt 2?exp,(^)+JD«p,(^) 

Dexp, (e(t5o(«) + /3(eaT)(w^) - t^(z)) 

) 

+ e 

(5.14) -ZJexp^ctSKz))^^- 

However as in (5.4) one can estimate 

Owl 
dt 

(5.15) / ar  +J dt < C$(K)e1+p 

where Cz{K) depends only on K. On the other hand, we have 

e|I?expx(e(wo(z) + 0{eaT)(w\{z) - wo{z))) - Dexpir(«5J(z))| 

< CelD2 expx | • |e(l - /3(ear))(^(z) - iS0{z)\ 

<Ce2\wt{z)-wQ{z)V 

Hence 

/ e2-p(e\D^M^{z)+^eaT){wl{z) - &*{?)) 

-Dexp,(effiJ(z))|)'(|^| + |^|)P 

(5.16) < Cpe2+p-a 

r.'WP 
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Combining (5.12), (5.13), (5.15) and (5.16), we have 

r   «- 
AM*,*) 

dw€    ,     jdw* \P 

< Cp(K) (<?+P-(P+
1
)« + e2^-1^ + e1+p + c2^"0) 

Using the fact 

0 <a< 1 

we have obtained 

(5.17) / eHf^ + je$-\P < Cj(J0e2+(p-1)a. 
•/e.-c*,*)        ' ' 

Now, summing up (5.4), (5.7) and (5.17), we have obtained 

ll^/™e|lo,p,€ < (Cp{K)e1+p + C$e2+p-(p+Va +Cp{K)e2^p-^a). 

Hence, we have finally proved the following estimates. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For each given K > 0, the approximate solutions defined as 

in (4-9) satisfy the estimate 

(5-18) pj^|o,p,e < Cse2*^ 

forallIeMK(M:f,p). 
Now, we would like to extend the estimate (5.18) for all / € M(M : f,p) to prove 

the following main estimate of this section. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. There exists 62 > 0 such that for 0 < e < 62, the approximate 

solutions defined as in (4-9) satisfy the estimate 

(5.19) \\djwe\\o,p,e <Cee
2±iE^ 

for all I E M.. In particular, we have 

\\djw€\\o,p,e ->0    as e^O 

uniformly over I G M — M(M : /,p). 
Proof. It will be enough to have the estimate of the kind (5.19) for Fs in M\MK 

for sufficiently large K > 0. We go back to the integral in (5.1) 

/     \X(Fi+l-Fi)\
p(Xi(<7))da= [     \X{Fi+l_Fi)ni\ei(cT))da. 

J— CO J—OO 

The following is a consequence of the standard concentration compactness prin- 
ciple whose proof we leave to readers. 

LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that {Ik} C M(M : f,p) be a sequence such that 

/*->£+£/< 
N 

1 
00 

£=1 

in the weak topology, where 1^ is an element in A4(M : f) and each 1^ is a gradient 
trajectory of (fi+i — fi) for some i = 1,2,3 connecting two critical points of fi+i —fa. 
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3       ,0 

W(I) := £ /     \X{Fi+1__Fi)\*>(I\ei(a))da 

for I £ M(M : f), and 

/oo 

\X{Ft+1-Fi)\*(I(a))da 
-OO 

/or I £ M(fi+i - fi), i = 1,2,3. Tften ^e /lave 

(5.20) 
AT 

lim W(Ik) = W(I0
oo)+Y,W(I(

oo). 
fc—^OO 

123 

/=i 

FIGURE 5.2 

With this lemma, we proceed to the proof of Proposition 5.3. We recall that the 
compactification M of M = M(M : /,p) has only finitely many strata M\M and 
the minimal stratum, denoted by M0, is compact. We extend the definitions of W to 
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the whole compactification M of M by defining 

N 

W(I) = W(I0) + ^W(Ii) 
t=l 

for / = 1° U ( U^=1 I
1) where we define 

/oo 
\X(Fi+1_Fi)nil{a))da   for I = 1,• • • ,N. 

-OO 

By this definition, it follows from uniform exponential decay that W is uniformly 
bounded on the minimal strata because they are compact. We denote by RQ an upper 
bound of W|X0.   Consider the stratum, denoted by M}, of the next higher order. 
Then we have   

A10 = Mi\M1. 

By the estimates similar to (5.4), (in fact easier than that), that for any fixed K > 0, 
there exists a constant .Ri = Ri (K) > 0, ei > 0 such that 

(5.21) W(I) < fli 

for all / € MK and for all 0 < e < ei- 
On the other hand, Lemma 5.4 proves that for sufficiently large K > 0, we have 

(5.22) W(I) <Ro + S 

for some 8 > 0 for all / € M1\M1
K. Combining (5.21) and (5.22), we have proven 

that there exists some RQ > 0 such that 

W(I) < R2 

for all / G M1. By considering the stratum of next order and by repeating the above 
arguments, we finish the proof of Proposition 5.3. □ 

6. Construction of the right inverse. We begin by rephrasing the transver- 
sality condition (3.2) of 

W-tfi+i-fi)       i = 1,2,3. 

To simplify notations, we again denote 

Xi = I\ei :(-oo,0]->M 

for each 
J:T->M, l€M(M:f,p), 

and denote 
Wk,p := wk>p(x*TM) 

which is the Sobolev space of the W^-sections of x*TM. We define 

W}* := {(c,1)cXa,Cx,) e W*? x Wt? x W*? | 

cxM = cxM = (hcM)- 

The space Wj 'p should be interpreted as a singular limit as e —>• 0 of the spaces 

T^^'P = We
fc'p((u;e)*TX). 
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We will restrict to k = 1 from now on. Our transversality assumption (3.2) on 
W~(fi+i - ft) is equivalent to saying that the operator 

L/:W/
lj'-H$1xL>;axZ& 

Li{cXl^cX2^cXz) := {LXl(cXl),LX2(cX2),LX3(cX3)) 

is surjective, where the operator 

LXi : W^f -> ^ 

is defined to be the linearization operator 

LXi := Vr + Vgrad (fi+1 - /<) 

of the equation 
X + grad(/i+1-/i)(x) = 0. 

By considering the L2-adjoint of the operator Lj, it is also equivalent to the fact that 
the equation 

,6 jx f      -^rCXi 4- grad (/i+i - foc^ = 0 

has only the trivial solution. 
Now, we follow the strategy used in [Fl] (or also see [MS]), i.e., first find an 

approximate right inverse 

Q€ : np
w. -> Wl>*((w*)*TX) 

of the operator Dw* := Ddj(w€) for e sufficiently small such that 

(6-2) ||Q£||<C7, ||I>«,-oQe-id||<|> 

where we recall that H^ is defined as 

n*,* = mA^^re ®j (we)*TX). 
Under these conditions, the composition 

Dw* o Q€ : T-LW€ —> Hwe 

is invertible and a right inverse of Dwe will be given by 

Qw< ~Q€o(Dw.oQ€y
1

m 

Now, we construct the approximate right inverse Q€. We decompose 0 as before and 
describe the portion of f = Q€(TJ) on 0j(^r) first for each given rj G H*,*. On 0t(^r), 
we use the coordinates (r,t) and identify ft*. = L^^A^'^T*© (8)j (weyTX) with 
Lw€(wtTX) in the standard way similar to the identification used in Section 4. We 
recall that on 0^^), w€ was defined by 

^(r,t)=^+1°^(Xi(er)) 

which can be rewritten as 

w<(T,t) = ^ o #*(xf(r)),  XJ(T) := Xj(eT). 

We note that x\ is a trajectory of the gradient flow of —e(/j+i — /$). 
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Given r) £ Hi,. = m(w€)*TX), we define the triple 

by 

(6.3) 6f(r,t) = /r(^10^-«))'1,'(T'')     for^-* 
[ 0       otherwise . 

Since w€(T,t) = ^+1 o ^f(1-t)(x*(cr)), we have 

where xl(r) = Xi(er)- We will now study the following equation in detail in the proof 
of Proposition 6.1 below: 

( Vra| + J(Vt + eVX^,.^))^ = bl 

a!(T,0),o|(r,l) CTM CTX     and     af(0,t) € TM 

, /o1 af (0,*)* = /o a|(0,*)* = /o aKO,*)*. 

We define, for each i = 1,2,3, 

W^f := {cf e Wlj,(0rf)*TX x [0,1]) | OKT.OJ.OKT.I) e TM C TX} 

and 

W^ := {(ai,a^^) € W^f x W^ x W^f | a|(0,t) € TXM C TXX 

and   /   al(0,t)dt= /   a|(0,*)cft= /   a|(0,t)dt} 
Jo ^0 ^0 

We equip Wj€
,p with the norm || • ||i,p,€- Similarly we define 

£?< := ^ x ^2 >< ^, 
and equip it with the norm || • ||o,p,e- Now consider the operator 

DI€ : Wjf -+ L^ 

where 

PROPOSITION 6.1. Suppose that W~(fi+i — /,-) /or i = 1,2,3 intersect trans- 
versely and so the equation (6.1) has no non-trivial solution. Then there exists e^ > 0 
such that if0<e<e2, the following hold: 
(i). 

Ker Dfe = {(a^a^ag) G W^p \   afs are independent oft and satisfy 

the equation Vra^ + eVgrad (fi+i - fi)a\ = 0} 

(^zzj. JD/€ is surjective and 
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(Hi),   there exists Cg  > 0 independent of e such that for any ae = (af, a^al) £ 
(Ker I)/*)-1 C Wjf, we have 

(6-4) m^KCsWDjtia*)^ 

and so that there exists a right inverse <2/« of Di* such that 

(6.5) £>/< o Qjt = id   and     ||Q/«|| < Cs. 

Proof. We separate the proof into 3 parts. 
Proof of (i). Suppose that 

ae = (ai,a|,a|) £ Ker Dj, C W};p 

i.e, satisfies the equation 

'     V7.a|+J(Vt+eVX(Fi+1_Fi))a|=0 

(6.6) \      OKT, 0), OJ(T, 1) 6 TM C TX     and     of (O.t) € TM 

k     Jo1 af (0, t) d* = Jo1 a|(0, t) * = jj a|(0, t) * G TM. 

Following the idea in [F2] and [Appendix, 06], we decompose 

oj = c| + df 

where c| (resp.  dj) is the horizontal (resp. vertical) component of (I()*T(T*M) in 
terms of the splitting 

T(T*M)\M=TM®T*M. 

Then (c|,d|) must satisfy the equation 

Vrcf + Vtd| + eVgrad (/i+1 - f^cj (6.7) 
Vrd| - Vt^ = 0 (6.8) 
d|(r,0)=0>d|(Tll) = 0 (6.9) 
d{(0,t) = d^(0,t) = d|(0,i) = 0 (6.10) 

Jo1 c|(0,t)dt = Sj c|(0,t)d* = /o1 c|(0, t)dt. (6.11) 

Here we identify V(»)d| G yT/«(T*M) ^ Tj^M with J(Vwdf) G T/.M using the 
canonical decomposition of T(T*M)|M- We now consider the function 

# = ^(T),dHT)> 

and then a straightforward computation using the boundary condition (6.9) yields 

^f" = l|Vrd|||2 + HV^II2 - e(d|(r), Vgrad (/i+1 - /ijV.dJ). 

(See [Appendix, 06] for this computation.)  Again using (6.9) and the Poincare in- 
equality, we have 

Therefore we have 

-£t > l|Vrd^||2 + HV^II2 - C6||Vgrad (fi+1 - /4)||oo||VtdJ||2||VTdJ||2 
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and so if we choose e so that 

(6.12) CellVgrad^i-ZOHoo^i 

we get 

^J > il|vtdf||i > ^H^H2 = £,% > o, 

which shows that /3| is a convex function. Since ae £ Wjf, we have 

(6.13) lim   /3f (T) = 0 
T—> — OO 

and (6.10) implies 

(6.14) # (0) = 0. 

We fix any e satisfying (6.12) so that /?| becomes a convex function. Then (6.13), 
(6.14) and the convexity of fif together imply that fif = 0 which in turn proves <i| = 0. 
Then this and (6.7) imply that cj is ^-independent and it satisfies the equation 

Vrcf + eVgrad (/i+i - /.-JcJ = 0. 

This together with (6.11) proves (i). 

Proof of (ii). To prove the surjectivity, it is enough to prove 

CokerZ)/, ={0}. 

Using the L2-inner product, we first derive the L2-adjoint equation of (6.6). The 
L2-cokernel element is characterized by the condition 

0 = (5/.ae
J6

e) 

= E /    fi&Ta] + j(Vt + eVX(Fi+1_Fi))albl) 

for any a€ = (afja^al) € Wj€
,p. Since 6| will be smooth (by elliptic regularity!), a 

simple computation by integration by parts, using the fact that J is parallel along 
M C T*M, shows that b€ satisfies the equation 

-VT6| + J(Vt + eVX{Fi+l_Fi)))bl = 0 

bt(T,0),bl(T,l)£TMcTX 

(6|)ll(0, •) are independent of t and    ELi^i)"^'*) = 0- 

where 6|" is the horizontal component of 6|. As before, we decompose 6| = (e|,//) G 
TX ^ TM e T*M and then (e|,//) satisfies 

-VTe| + Vtft + eVgrad (/i+1 - /,)// = 0 (6.15) 

-Vr// - Vtef = 0 (6.16) 

/f(r,0)=0,/|(r,l)=0 (6.17) 

e|(0, •) are independent of t and ef + el 4- 63 = 0 (6.18) 

Again we consider the function 

7l(r) = i(//(r),//(T)) 
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and then jf can be shown to satisfy as before 

(6-19) %£ > ^t 

(6.20) lim   7| = 0. 
r—)>—oo 

Since ef (0, •) are independent of t from (6.18), Vjef (0, t) = 0 which in turn implies by 
(6.16) 

Vr//(T,0)=0. 

Therefore we have 

(6-21) ^(r,0) = (//(T.O), Vr/Kr,0)) = 0. 

Combining (6.19), (6.20) and (6.21), we conclude (by strong maximum principle!) 
7| = 0 and hence 

(6.22) // = 0. 

Substitution of this into (6.14) proves that ej satisfies 

f     -Vre| + eVgrad (/<+1 - /t)ej = 0 

I     e!(0) + e|(0) + e|(0)=0. 

Therefore if we re-scale ej and define 

e\ will satisfy 
f     -V^ef + Vgrad (/i+1 - /Oe? = 0 

I     e!(0)+e|(0)+e|(0)=0. 

Now the transversality hypothesis that (6.1) has only the trivial solution implies that 

(6.23) e] = 0     and hence   e^ = 0. 

Now (6.22) and (6.23) show that Coker D^ = 0 and so prove the surjectivity. 

Proof of (iii). We may assume without loss of any generality, by replacing fi by 62/1 
in (i) and (ii), that 62 = 1. Then (i) and (ii) implies the estimate 

(6.24) Wa'W^^CsWDra1^ 

for all a1 G (Ker Dj)1- C WjlP. It would be enough to prove (6.4) for 

e = -^-jfor each nonnegative integer    k. 

To prove this, we define 

ae(<7,s) =ae(f,f)    for 0<s < ^,-00 < a < 0. 

Now we extend a€ by reflection to 0 < s < yhr'- Under the decomposition ae = b€ + c€, 
the conjugation with respect to the canonical almost complex structure is nothing but 
the linear map ae = 6e + ce i-> b€ - ce. Then we define 

a€M) = 6e((7,*) - ?(*, ^ - t)     for     ^ < t < ^ry- 
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After then we extend this to the whole t G [0,1] in an obvious way, which we again 
denote by a = a(cr, t). From the construction, it is easy to check that a £ W]lP. It is 
now crucial to observe that since we have proven in (i) that the elements in Ker D^ 

are independent of t, the extension ae can be easily proven to be still in (Ker DA . 

Therefore we have the estimate 

||a€||i,p<C8||5/a
€||olp 

from (6.24). However by the periodicity of ae, this implies 

||Se||l,p,0<t<€ < C,8||£>j2e||o,p,0<t<e- 

Scaling back to (T,£) E (—OO,0] X [0,1], this is equivalent to the required estimate 
(6.4). This finally finishes the proof of Proposition 6.1. □ 

We now proceed the construction of Q€.   For each given rj £ %£,*, we define 
be = (6i,&2>&3) on ©\©o(^r) as in (6.3) and apply the operator Qj* to b€ to define 

Se = (ai,a|>a|)GW?
/

1;p 

by 

(6.25) oe=0/*(f€). 

In particular, we have 

(6.26) bl = bx< {a\) = Vro| + J(Vt + eVX(jpi+1_Fj)K 

and so by definition of bj in (6.3), 

Vro| + J(Vt + eVX^^p^al = 0 

for -^ < r < 0 and 

<(0,t) £TXM CTXX     and 

(6.27) /-i /-i /-i 
/   (a€

1)(0,t)^= /   (a|)(0,t)cft= /   (a|)(0^)^GTxM 
-/o ^0 ^0 

where we recall 

Xi(0) = X2(0) = X3(0) = x    and     aKO,*) G TXX 

Using, ae, we now define 

(6.28) £(T,t) = T(^+1 o ^(i^pCaKT.t)) 

on G^^r) for t= 1,2,3. 
We next describe the portion of £ restricted to £ le0(4r)- As before, we identify 

(TXX, </(#)) with (Cn, Jo) and consider the linearization of d: 

(6.29) Dsd : W^iwZTC1) -> ^(Q^^^TC") 
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LEMMA 6.1.   The linearization operator Dyj€d in (6.29) is invertible. 
Proof. First note that the kernel element of Dyj0d is described by the equation 

v £(&) cTA^ir 

, II£III,P < oo 
from which it follows by the maximum principle that 

KerD^oa = {0}. 

Next, we prove 
CokerDu?oa = {0}, 

which will finish the proof. Using the L2-inner product, one can identify the dual of 
L^n^H^TC1)) with 

L^n^tfSTC1)),   I + i = i. 
V     Q 

Then the element r] £ Lq(f^1'0)(WQTC
71
)) which is in Coker D$Qd is characterized by 

the equation 

(630) fRe/e^^-O   for aU few1* 

where ( , ) is the standard Hermitian inner product on Cn. Since r) is smooth by the 
elliptic regularity, we integrate by parts to get 

(6.31) Re / (d^ri) = -Re / (^drj) + Re /   (^idz 
Je Je Jdo 

where z = x + iy is the standard coordinates of 0 considered as a subset in C. Using 
the fact that 

£(4)cTA = Rn, 

we derive the equation from (6.30) and (6.31), 

f <977 = 0 

By the same way as in the case of Ker Ddfi, we conclude Coker D^0d = {0}.  This 
finishes the proof. □ 

Lemma 6.2 implies that there exists the inverse 

Qo : ^{^^{wlTC1)) -+ W^iwlTC1) 

of DyjQd such that 

DwQd oQ0= id, Qo 0 D%0d = id    and    ||Qo|| < Ca- 

using this, we are ready to describe the portion of £ on ©0(7")- Given 77 £ 7-^, we 
first define 

Dexp-^^M*)    on 80(2^) 
otherwise. 

(6.32) rj(z) := | 
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Then rj is a section of the bundle 

n^deiZ'izWTC1)   not ^^((ewoYTC1) 

where 

we(z) = -exp^iw'iz)). 

However, we have shown in Remark 4.3 that 

w€(z) -> WQ    as    e ->• 0   in the    C1 — topology. 

Therefore, we will just pretend rj is an element in (^'^((ewo^TC1). 
Now, we define the portion of £ on 0o(^r) by 

€(z) = Dexpx(ewo)\Qe
Q(r})(ewo(z))} 

where 
Q€

0 : mn^HiewoTTC1)) -> ^^((cSoJTC1) 

is the operator obtained from 

Qo : I/^^iwoYTC1) -+ W^dwoYTC1) 

by 
Qh(0(z) = Qh(0(ewo(z)) := Qo(C o e)(fife(^)) 

where ^ o e is the element in ^'^(WQTO
1
) defined by 

C 0 e(^) = C 0 ciwoiz)) := CC^oW)- 

One can easily check that the norms of QQ and Qo are the same. 
Again we note that £ does not quite satisfy the right boundary conditions 

£(4)CTAf        1 = 1,2,3 

but we ignore this in the same reason as before. 
Finally, we recall from Remark 4.3 that expewo(z) and ^ct+1^f(i_t)(Xi(er)) are 

C1-close to each other ase->>Oon0f^-5~J. Therefore if we denote by noo((2;) and 

IIoo (z) the parallel translations along the shortest geodesies from 

^fr1 0 ^(i-t) Cttter))(= exp,, ewKz)) 

and 
exp,. e(wo(z)) 

to 
exp^ e^oW + P(eaT)(wie(z) - WQ{Z)) 

respectively, it follows that 

(6.33) ||no - id||ci    or    HHoo - id||Ci < Ce1^ 

Now, we define the operator 

Qtillv-* W*>*((w€)*TX) 
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by 
(6.34) 

f T(^+1 o^KO-.t)-**; 

t--=QM = { 
D expx (ewo) (<3o (v) (wo (z)) 

for r < ^ 

for z £ 0o(^) 

^(ear)noo(z)(^) + (1 - /3(eaT))U0(z)(   Dexpx(ew0)(Qo(v)) 

for   2ee0(i,^). 

For the simplicity of exposition, we have denoted 

(6-35) Zxl =n<t>lfi+1 °<t>ltt))ai(T,t). 

7. Estimates of the inverse. The main result in this section will be the 
following. 

PROPOSITION 7.1. There exists es > 0 such that if 0 < e < €3, the operator 
Qe'.We^ Wl^((weYTX) defined as in (6.34) satisfies the estimates (6.2). 

Proof. The boundedness of Qe is easy to see from definition and so its proof will 
be omitted. Let ||Qe|| < Cio- Therefore to prove the proposition we should prove that 
for any r) € Lf (A^'^T*© <g>j (ii;e)*TX)7 we have 

\\Dw4-r)\\o,P,z < gIMkjM 

where £ = Qe(^) is defined as in (6.31). 
We will estimate norms || • ||o,p,€ separately in each region considered before. 
We start with the region Oi(-ir). In terms of the coordinates (r,t) on 0i(-^), we 

have 

= (Vr + JVt)£ + VtJ.£. 

By the definition of we in (4.9), of a\ in (6.3) and (6.25) and of £ in (6.34), it is easy 
to see that 

(7.1) «r'*) = ^L=o^/l+,0^-*)(^) 
where A^ : (—oo, 0] x [0,1] -} X for 8 G (—e, e) is a family of maps such that 

Ai,o(r>*) = Xt(cr) = xKr)    ^nd    TF r    
AM = ai 

do 5=0 

on 0i(~r).   Therefore, a straightforward computation, using the properties of the 
Levi-Civita connection, (7.1) and Lemma 3.4, gives rise to the identities 

(7-2) WA = n<t,f^o<j>f_t))WTa\ 

and 

(7.3) Vt£ = r(^+1 o ^fLf)){eVX(i,i+1_i,i))(a|) + V^}. 

Hence 

(Vr+JVt)e = T(^/*+1o^tp{vroJ + (^/'+1o^fLtpv(vtaHeVX(JiV+1_ii.{)oj)}. 
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Substituting (6.25) into this, we get 

(V.+JVt)£ = n<t>?^o<l>$_t))[ (^+1o^fLf))V-j)(Vta|+eVX(F,.+1_F,.)aI)+6l} 

on 0i( Jr). Recalling the definition (6.3) of 6|, we have on 0i(^r) 

(7-4) r, = T{^o<t>f_t)n 

and so 

A^(T, t) - r,(T, t) = T(<t>lfi+1 o $lt)){ (#A+1 o ^fLt))V - J) x 

(7-5) (Vta? + eVX(jpj+1_Fi)o|) } + VtJ^(T, t) 

The first term in (7.5) has norm bounded by 

By summing the Lf-norm over i = 1,2,3, we obtain from (6.4) and (6.25) 

o,p,€,e,-(£-) 
53 Cue   |V^| + 6|VX(Fi+1_F0^| 

<C126||ae||l5P,e 

(7.6) <C8(712e||6€||i,p,€. 

For the second term |V*J • ^(T,t)| in (7.5), we note that 

\VtJ\ = \Vt(J(wt(T,t)))\<Ce 

and so Vt J • ^(T,t) has the norm as a one form 

3 3 

<c^cp
s\\b%,P,( 

and hence, 

(7-7) i:ii^-€ii;^,e4(*)<or.^Nis*.- 
Combining (7.5), (7.6) and (7.7), we have obtained 

(7.8) IIA^ - iC^exeoC*) ^ ^"^^ + Cfs^lkllg,^ < Cf4e^|h||g)Pi€. 

Next, we estimate 

IIAi/^-^llo^eo^r)- 

Since ^ = Dexpa.(eiZ;o)<3o(^) on 0o(^r)j we have 

Dw*€ = Dwe(Dexpx(ewo)Qo(:n))- 
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We give the standard coordinates (x, y) on Qo(-^) as a subset of C and compute 

D^S = (Vx + JVj, + Vy J)t 

= (Vx + JVj, + VyJKDexp^e^Qoiv)) 

= (Vs + JVj,)(I?exp;c(e«;o))go(^) 

+ Dexp^etSoXV* + (expa.(e«;o))Wj;)Qo(^) 

(7.9) +VyJ-JDexp:!.(ewo)<9o(^)- 

First note that we have 

\V(Dexpx(ewo)) ■ Qoiv)] < |V(Dexp:c(e«5o))||Qo(^| 

(7.10) ZCJ-^Qom 

on 0(4r)5 where the second inequality follows from the inequality 

letSol ^Ce1-" 

and from the standard property of the exponential map. Using (7.10), the first term 
of (7.9) can be estimated as 

|| (Vx + JVy)I>expiB(c«;o))go(fl)|ISiJ(i€ieo(^) 

= / e2-p|(Vx + JVy)(Dexpx(ewo))Qo(W 

= [ e2-p(7pep-pQ|(3o(57)|p 

= Ce2-?* f \Q0(rf)\p 

(7.ii) < c^-nmmie < cp
15e

2-nMpo,P 

On the other hand, we have 

II^IIS.P = / \v(z)\pdz 
Je 

|JDexp-1(«)e(z))»7(z)|pds       from (6.32) -i 
<Cp

16 [ \r,(z)\*dz 

By substituting this into (7.11), we obtain 

II (Vx + JVy^Dexp^ewo^Qomil^e^) 

< Cf5C
p

16e^
a j i?-*\ti(z)\Hz. 

•'eo(dW) 

and hence, 

(7.12) ||(Vx + JVy)(Dexp,(e55o))Qo(^|lo,Piei©0(^) < CuC^-aM\Q,p,e 

For the third term in (7.9), we immediately get 

(7.13) ||VVJ • D expJeuWQo^llo^eUr) < C^-^M^^^ 
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For the second term in (7.9), we rewrite 

Dexpx(ewo)(Vx + (expa;(efi;o))W2,)Qo(^)) 

= Dexpx(ewo)(Vx + Jo^y)Qo(rj) 

+ Dey&x(ewo)((Dexpx(ewo))*J - Jo)Qo(r}) 

where   Jo = J(x) 

= Dexpx(ewo)Dir,0 o Q0(7j) + Dexpx(ewo)((Dexpx(ewo)y J - Jo)Qo{r]) 

By the same way as before, the second term here can be estimated 

(7.14) \\DexVx^wo)({DexVx{eworJ - WoGOHo^e.eoC*) ^ ^'"hW 

On the other hand, we have 

Dexpa,(e^;o) {DWQ 
0 QQW) = D^9x{e^)^l)    since   Dm oQ0-\d 

= DQx^x(ewo)DexY)x
1(we)r] 

= >r) + (D expx(ewo)D expj1^6) - id) • ry 

(7.15) 

Hence, combining (7.10), (7.12), (7.13), (7.14) and (7.15), we have obtained 

(7.16) || A^ - ^ll^e^) < C19^-^M\lp,( 

Finally we need to estimate Dw^ — t] on the intermediate regions 0i(^r,^r).   We 
recall 

€ - Qt(v) = P(eaT)Iloo(z)(ZX{(z)) + (1 - 0(eaT))Tlo(z)(Dexpx(€w)(Qo(Ji))) 

for z e 0i(^-, ^r). Therefore, 

+ £>„,« {(1 -/3(eaT))IIo(«)(Z?exp8B(c«Jo)(Qo(^))} -V 

= WifTifuMZniz) - UoizXDexp^ewoKQoif}))) 

+ /3(€*T)Dt„<(n0O(z)(£Xi(z))) + 

+ (1 - 0(eaT))Dw< (Uo(z)(Dexpx(ewo)(Qo(m) - V 

Here, the first term can be easily estimated as before to get 

WfpWfnMtn - no(z)(Z)exps(ewo)(go(^)||^)e)e0(^,^) 

(7-17) < C&fWnW'^e- 

To estimate the second term, we consider the regions 

6^,^)   and   e^,^) 

separately. First, consider the region 0j(^-, ^fs-)- In this region, we recall that 

65 = 0 
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and so 
Dx<a<i = 0. 

Now, using the fact 

\\DW< • Hoofc) - noo^JD^Hci < C2ic1-a 

and 

\\DW< • IIo(*) - no(z)Dwt\\ci < C2ie1-a, 

we have 

\l3(eaT)Dw.(uoo(z)^Xi(z)) + 

+ (1 - /J(eaT))ZV (no^XUexp^ctUoJQo^) -1? [   nfl 

< ||/3(eaT)noo(0)Du,«^i +(l-/3(ear))no(^)Du,«(Dexpx(e^o)<3o(i7)) -^llo.p.e^i) 

+ C72i^1-a)N|j:„0.f,    , 

On the other hand, by writing 

^(^rJEoo^i)^^ + (1 - /3(e
aT))no(^)D<(Dexpa:(e^o)go(^) - i\ 

= ^(ear)(noo(^)£>u;^Xi-r?) + 

+ (1 - /3(eaT))(no(2;)L'^(Z?exp:c(e«;o)Qo(»7)) - n) 

and then using the estimates similar to (7.8) and (7.16) to each term above, we can 
obtain 

II/^T)!!^(*)£>„,,£Xi + (1 -^(ear))no(z)Du,5(£>expx(et5o)go(J?)) -rjllS^ec^, 

^(1-a)IMIS,p,e- (7-18) <Cl^-^M* 

Similar estimates can be carried out for the region ©^(^r,^:).  From this together 
with (7.17) and (7.18), we have obtained 

(7.19) WD*.!- - ull^e^^ < (Cf0e^ + Cyr^W^ 

Finally by adding (7.8), (7.16), (7.17) and (7.18), we have obtained the estimate 

IIA,-* - <p,e < {Cl^ + Cl^* + CJoe0* + <%^-*)\W^ 

and so for sufficiently small e > 0, we have proven 

llAi/^-^lkp.e < gll^lkp.e 

which finally finishes the proof of (6.2) and hence Proposition 7.1. □ 

8.    Proof of Theorem 3.1. Using the estimates we have established in the 
previous sections, we are now ready to construct the map 
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We will do this in two steps. First, we note the map defined in (4.9) that defines 
approximate J-holomorphic maps is obviously smooth map from M(M : f:p) into 
J7}^. We denote this map by $f : M -^ Jr

e
1,p which is defined by 

(8.1) ^(J):^6'1. 

Now, we would like to apply Proposition 3.2 and 3.3 to w — w*'1 (with £ = 0) in 
Proposition 3.2 in the second step. In Proposition 5.3, we have proven the estimate 

(8.2) Wdjw^Wo^ < Cse**^ 

for all I E M(M : f,p) and in Proposition 7.1 we have obtained the estimate for the 
approximate right inverse 

\\Qe\\<C7,     \\DW< o Q€ - id|| < 1 

which will in turn imply the estimate 

(8.3) ||0«,«||<C23 

where Qwe = Q€(Dwe o Qe)-1 is a right inverse of Dwe. The estimate 

(8.4) WDw^W < Co 

is obvious. These estimates (8.2), (8.3) and (8.4) with £ = 0 satisfy all the requirements 
for us to apply Proposition 3.2 to solve the following equation 

(8.5) 9j(expu,€,i Qwcirf) = 0 

in terms of 77. In other words, we have proven that there exist some €4 > 0 such 
that for 0 < e < 64. there exists rj = rj(€,I) G H^eiI which solves (8.5) and which 

depends smoothly on e and / E M(M : /,p). The smooth dependence follows from the 
content of the implicit function theorem and the uniqueness statement in Proposition 
3.3. Finally, our required map 

$e : M(M : f,p) -> Mj(T*M : A6,^) 

is defined by 

(8.6) = exp*f(/) (Q*j(/)i7(e, /)). 

To finish the proof that this map $€ is indeed a smooth proper diffeomorphism, we 
proceed in four steps: 

STEP I.  $e is a local diffeomorphism, 
STEP II.  $e is a surjective map, 
STEP III. 3>€ is a proper map. 

By combining these three steps, we conclude that $e is a finite covering map. 
STEP IV. $€ is a one to one map. 

8.1. Step I (Local diffeomorphism). To prove $€ is a local diffeomorphism, 
it will be enough to prove that the derivative 

T$e(I) : TjMiM : /,£) -> T^(I)Mj(rM : A€,fe) 
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is an isomorphism for all I. First it follows from the index computation of the linearized 
operator 

Ddj(&(I)) : 7V(/)^ -+ #£€(/) 

and 
Lj : W?* -4 ^ x i/X2 x IfX3 

that both have the same Fredholm indices (See [Fu2]). Furthermore by making a 
generic choice of /' that satisfies the transversality condition imposed as in Theorem 
3.1, we may assume that both operators are surjective by Proposition 6.1. We also 
note that 

TjMiMif^^KerLj 

T^{I)Mj(T*M : A6,^) <* KerDdj{&(I)). 

Now using the fact that the map 

T*l(I) : TjMiM :f,p)-> T^l(j)$i(M) 

is an isomorphism which can be easily checked from definition of $i(/) = w€'1 and 
the fact that that map T$e(/) : TiM -> T^^Mj factors through by the diagram. 

TrM 
r$e(/) 

T«.(/)Mj 

FIGURE 8.1 

Here the isomorphism on the right hand side arrow comes from the content of the 
implicit function theorem Proposition 3.2. 

8.2. Step II: Surjectiveness. Since this proof will be quite involved and long, 
we will postpone the proof to the next section. This is the step where we have to use 
the canonical complex structure Jg on T*M that is induced from the metric g on M. 

8.3. Step III: Properness. By definition of $f in (8.1) and in Section 4, the 
properness of $f is obvious. Since we have the estimates 

(8-7) m\i,P,t = IIQ*i»7(c,/)ll < Ce"1^^ 

from Proposition 3.2 and (8.2), we obtain 

(8.8) 

from the relation between the ordinary and the weighted Sobolev norms 

mkp<Ce-T\\^\\ltPte. 

Then the (ordinary) Sobolev inequality implies 

(8.9) dist (*\(I)(T,t),&(l)(T,t)) < Ce^ 

II*I|I,P<C^ 
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for all / £ M(M : f,p). Now we give the proof of the properness of $€. Suppose that 
$e is not proper and then there exist a sequence {Ik} C M(M : f,p) with V(Ik) ->• oo 
(i.e, diverges) but $€(Ik) converges. By choosing a subsequence if necessary, we may 
assume that for all k 

lim   &(Ik\ei)=x€
i r—>—oo 

for i = 1,2,3 respectively. We choose e so small and fixed that 

(8.10) Ce*     < ^D0 

where 
D0 = min d(p, p')     where    p, p' e U?=1 (Crit (/i+i - /<)) 

which is independent of e. Note that if e is sufficiently small, it is easy to see from the 
identity xl = (p,, ed/f) that 

(8.11) L>e > ^0 

where 
De := mindfax')     where     Xjx' G U?=1(A|+1 fl A-). 

We choose €5 > 0 such that if 0 < e < 65, then all the above inequalities hold. We fix 
any such e > 0. Since $f is proper and Ik diverges as k -> 00, <&i(Ik) diverges and so 
by the weak convergence theorem, there exists a sequence Tk —> 00 and some i among 
i = 1,2,3 such that as k -)> 00 

(8.12) *i(/*|e.-)(T*, 0 -» « where x] ? x G U3
i=im+1 n L|). 

However since 3>e(/fc) converges, we have as k -)- 00 

(8.13) r(4|ei)(r^.)^^. 

Combining (8.9)-(8.13), we get a contradiction which finishes the proof of the proper- 
ness of $e for any 0 < e < 65. □ 

Combining Step I, II and III, we have proven that 

$€ : Mg(M : /,p) -> Mj(T*M : A6,^) 

is a covering projection with finite sheets. 

8.4.  Step IV: Injectivity. Suppose the contrary, i.e., these exist I ^ J' such 
that 

(8.14) $e(7) = *<(/') 

Since $€ is a covering map, we must have 

\\I-I'\\>6' >0 

for some J' for all 0 < e < 66 which depends only on S in Proposition 3.2. This follows 
from the uniform invertibility of D$€(I) : TjM -> T&^Mj (see Proposition 7.1). 
Hence from the definition of $f, it is easy to check that 

(8.15) 11^(7)-<I>U/')IU~>^'>0 
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by choosing smaller e if necessary. Now (8.14) and (8.15) contradict to each other 
by the estimates (8.7), provided e is sufficiently small. This finishes the proof of the 
injectivity of $e. D 

Finally, it remains to prove the surjectivity of the map $€ which we will do in the 
next section. 

9. Surjectivity of the map $e. We first note that from the uniqueness state- 
ment in Proposition 3.3 together with the estimate (8.10), the surjectivity of the map 
$€ will follow from the following theorem. 

Theorem 9.1. Let J = Jg be the canonical almost complex structure on X as 
in (1-4)- And let 8 > 0 be the constant given in Proposition 3.3. Then there exists 
ej > 0 such that if 0 < e < ej, for each given w E Mj(X : A€,xe) there exists some 

such that 

with 

I = I(w) G Mg(M : /,p)    and  rj <E ii%l(I) 

w = exp$!(/) (Qsj(j)77j 

(9-1) ||Q*f(j)»7l|L~ < f ■ 

The following two lemmas are the first step to the proof of the theorem. 
Lemma 9.2.   Let J be any almost complex structure compatible with u on T*M. 

Then there exists a constant C24 = C24(/) depending only on f = (/i,/2, fs) such that 

(9.2) [U*LJ=:  [ \Dw\2j<C2ie 

for all w € Mj(X : A€,x€), where the norm | • |j on T*M is the one induced from the 
metric #(v) = c«;(-, J«). 

Proof. Since w is J-holomorphic and J is compatible to the standard complex 
structure w on X — T*M, we have the following well-known identity 

*/e I'M We «'*<''• 
Since w = — d6, 6 is the canonical one form on T*M, we have from the Stoke's formula 

[W*<JJ=- f w*d0=- f W*0=Y^(- f w*ey 

On the other hand, since Aj = Graph edfj and w(£j) C A^-, we have 

- /  w*0 = - edfj = -etfjipj+i) - fj(Pj)) 

and by summing up, we have obtained 

3 3 

^ f \Dw\2j < Ze^rrnxfj - minfj). 

and hence 

i=i 
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By setting C24 = 3 X^=i(max/i — min/j), we are done. □ 
Lemma 9.3 [Corollary 3.4, Remark after Corollary 3.5; Ol]. Denote by 

D either the open unit disc or the half-open disc with boundary dD = (—1,1). Let 
u : D -> (P, CJ, J) be a map such that 

u(dD) C L    and     dju = 0 

where L is a given compact Lagrangian submanifold of (P, u).  We denote by 

es=mf{[u*uj I u:(D2,dD'2)->(P,L)    or u : S2 -* P 

and dju — 0     and nonconstant } 

where D2 is the unit disc. Then for any r < 1 and u with JD \Du\2 < 6$, we have 

(9.3) max \Du(x)\ < C25(r)||I>ti||2|jD(1) = ^25(r)( f      \Du\2) \ 
\x\<r yJD(l) ' 

We remark that in the present case where P = T*M and L — Graph dg for 
a function g on M, we have es = 00 in (9.3) because there exists no nontrivial J- 
holomorphic sphere or disc with boundary on L. Hence the uniform estimates (9.3) 
hold for all (local) J-holomorphic map u : (D, dD) -> (T*M, L) where D as in Lemma 
9.3. Combining (9.2) and (9.3) together with the exponential decay of w G Mj(T*M : 
Ae,xe), we have obtained 

(9.4) sup|ZM£)| <C26V^ 
zee 

for all w £ Mj(T*M : A^f6) where C26 = C,26(/) depends only on /. From the 
boundary condition w(£i) C A^ and from the fact that A^ -> M as e -> 0 in T*M, 
(9.4) immediately implies 

(9.5) supd(w(z),M) < C26Ve- 
z€Q 

However, the estimate (9.4) is not strong enough to analyze the degeneration of 
Mj(T*M : A€,xe) to Mg(M : f,p) and we need to improve (9.4) to the estimate 

sup\Dw(z)\ <Ce. 
zee 

This is one of the reason why we restrict to the canonical almost complex structure 
J = Jg induced from the Riemannian metric g on M. The other reason was in the 
proof of the transversality result in terms of the gradient flows which was carried out 
in Section 6. 

Proposition 9.4. Let g be a Riemannian metric on M and J = Jg be the 
canonical almost complex structure on T*M induced from the Levi-Civita connection 
of g. Then there exists 63 > 0 and C27 > 0 such that ifO<e<e$ andw G Mj(T*M : 
Ae,i?€); we have 

(9.6) sup d(w(z), M) < CWe 
zee 

Remark 9.5. In fact, the above C0-estimate can be proven for any almost com- 
plex structure J compatible to CJ, if we allow to vary the metric g on M appropriately 
in terms of the almost complex structure J on T*M. This variation will be necessary, 
when one attempts to prove the result as in this paper (in the presence of bubbling) 
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for the case of more general Lagrangian submanifolds in the general symplectic man- 
ifold (P,CJ). This proof uses a different argument using the fact that the cotangent 
bundle is "convex" in that the level hypersurfaces of the radial function are (pseudo)- 
convex in the sense of symplectic geometry. But we prefer to use the above more 
standard method in this paper, where it is enough to consider the case in which J is 
the canonical structure associated to the fixed metric g. 

Proof. The Levi-Civita connection of g induces the splitting 

(9.7) Tz(T*M) =H^eV^    £ € T*M 

into the horizontal and vertical subspaces. In particular when £ £ M C T*M, this 
splitting coincides with the canonical splitting 

T^(T*M) ^Tw(0Af 0T;(OM 

and so Jg maps the vector v £ TM into the co-vector g(v,'). Furthermore it is 
well-known that there exists the canonical identification of V^ with T\^M where 
TT : T*M -> M is the projection. We denote by 

Iljy, Tiy : T(T*M) -> T(T*M) 

the horizontal and vertical projections with respect to the splitting (9.7). Now we 
choose the standard coordinates z = x -h iy on 0 as a subset of C and identify djw 
as a section of w*TM as before. By decomposing djw into horizontal and vertical 
components, we can rewrite djw = 0 into 

n* (If + J^) = nff (&) + JHV (.f*) = o (9.8) 
nv (H + J%) = nv (|f) + JnH ($) = o (9.9) 

by the definition of J = Jp. We write 117(2) = (q(z),p(z)) for p(z) G T*,.M. Then 
after we apply TTT : T(T*M) -» TM to it, (9.8) becomes 

Oq 
^i + T7voJVyp = 0 

and after we apply TTT O J : T(T*M) -> TM, (9.9) becomes 

|^ - TTT o JV^p = 0. 

Therefore the equation <9jU7 = 0 becomes 

f     .^+r7roJV!,p = 0 (9.10) 

\      g-T7roJVBp = 0.        (9.11) 

We would like to emphasize that Vp ^ IIv o Dw is the covariant derivative of p 
considered as a section of T*M along q and TTT O J(W) is a section of the bundle 
'w;*End(T*M,TM). In particular when Image w C M C T*M, TTT O J(W) becomes 
the natural map 

g(v, •) ^ -v. 

To prove (9.6), it is enough to prove 

IPCOI < Ce 
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for all z G 0 and w G .Mj(T*M : A€,xe). Due to the boundary condition 

\n{li) C A| = Graph edfc, 

this holds on 90. Therefore this will immediately follow from the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.6.   Thtrt exists €9 > 0 depending only on f = (/i,/2,/3) such that if 

0 < e < €9, the function 
z^\p(z)\2,      zeO 

is a subharmonic function and so any local maximum of the function is attained on 
ae. 

Proof. We compute A(p,p) where A = Jp- + #?: 

d2 d2 

Q-tM + g^M- 

And 

(9-12) i^<P,P> = 2<V*p, Vsp) + 2(VxVxp,p) 

(9.13) £*(P,P) = 2(Vyp, Vyp) + 2(VyVyp,p). 

Using (9.10) and (9.11), we compute 

V:!;V,p = Va:((T7roJ)-1g) 

= (vs(T7ro.7r1)f* + (T7ro./)-iVi(g) 
and 

V2/VJ/p=-V3,((T7roJ)-1|i) 

= -(V.^o J)-1)^ -(Tvro J)-iV,(g). 

Since Va;(||) = Vj,(|^) by the symmetry of the Levi-Civita connection, adding (9.12) 
and (9.13), we have 

A(p,p) - 2(jyxp, Vxp) + (Vyp, Vj,p)) 

(9-14) +((vs(Tffo J)"1)^ - (V^TTTO J)-1)^^). 

Again from (9.10), (9.11), the second term in (9.14) becomes 

((yx(T7T o jy^iTn o J)Vxp+ (vy(T7r o J)"1)^ o J)Vyp,p) := A. 

Using the crude estimates (9.4) or (9.5) and the equation (9.10), (9.11), it is easy to 
see 

IVtTTroJ^I^CdV^I + lV^I) 

and so we have 

\A\<C2S(\Vyp\ + \Vxp\)2\p\ 

< C28C26>/e(|V„p| + |Vx2/|)2 

< C29V^(|Vyp|2 + |V*p|2). 
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Substituting this into (9.14), we have obtained 

A<p,p> > (2 - C2»Vc)(|V,p|2 + |V,p|2) 

= (2-C29v^)|Vp|2>|Vp|2>0 

provided e is sufficiently small. This finishes the proof of Lemma 9.6 and so Proposition 
9.4. □ 

With the Cr0-estimate, we now proceed the C1-estimate. 
Proposition 9.7.   There exists 69 > 0 and C30 > 0 si/cft that 

(9.15) sup\Dw(z)\ < Csoe 
zee 

for all w E Mj(X : A€,x*) provided 0 < e < 69. 
Proof. Once we have the C0-estimate in Proposition 9.4, the proof of (9.15) is 

just a standard blowing-up argument. We will therefore sketch the essential part of 
details. Suppose (9.15) does not hold. Then there exists a sequence e& -> 0 and 
Wk € Mj(X : A€k,xek) such that there exists Zk € © with 

(9.16) 

(9.17) 

\Dwk(zk)\ =max\Dw(z) 
z€® 

Rk  _i_ \Dwk{zk)\ -> 00 

as A: -> 00.   Since M is compact and from (9.6), we may assume, by choosing a 
subsequence if necessary, that 

wteib) -> Q € M C X. 

Using the exponential map exp^ : TqX -t X, we can write 

wk (zk 4- u) = exipq & (u)    or 

for some map 

which is defined on 

€k (u) = exp 1 (wk (zk + u) 

& : eZk cC^TqX 

®zk :={u£C I |ti| <l,^+tiG ecC} 

FIGURE 9.1 
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Now we define maps Wf- into TqX by 

(9.18) wk(v) = i&(^) = i exp"1 (t«;ft(zfc + ^)) 

for v £ C with ^- £ 0ZA:. The domain of vik is 

0^ = {^ e C | |t;| < ifc and ^ 4- ^ € 0}. 

Furthermore w;^ have the properties that 

|Im Wk | is bounded 

by (9.6) and as e —)- 0, 

|D^(z)| < 1 -h o(l)     for all 0 E 0^ 

(9.19) \Dwk(0)\ = 1. 

Now depending on whether 

^-dist (zk,d@) -> 00     or 

^■dist (^,50) -^C < 00, 

we will have obtained a non-trivial Jo-holomorphic map into (TqX, Jo) — Cn as a 
C1 -limit of Wk, which will be defined either on C or on the (conformally) upper half- 
space C4. and whose imaginary part is uniformly bounded. Then by the maximum 
principle, this limit must be a constant. On the other hand, by the C1 -convergence 
and by (9.19), this gives rise to a contradiction. Hence the proof. □ 

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 9.1 and the rest of the section will be spent 
to prove it. We start with the center region 0o(^r). We apply the estimates (9.16) to 
each point in 0o(^r) and then we get 

(9.20) max    d(w(0),w(z)) < Csie1'01. 

Since we assume 0 < a < 1, we have 

(9.21) lim    max    d(w(0),w(z)) = 0. 
€^0^eo(^) 

Now we consider the regions 0i(^r),i = 1,2,3. For given w e Mj(X : A€,xc), we 
apply the reverse construction of (4.9). In other words, on Qj(-^) we define 

(9.22) xU*, s) = (#+1 o ^l,)-iw(*±ii) 

or 

«>(^) = (^w£-.)x»(M 
for (cr, s) such that 

-00 < a <2e1-a,    0<s<e 

and so 

A straightforward computation, using the equation djw = 0 and Lemma 3.4, we 
obtain 

2*1 + (cj>{<+1 o ^L.)V(^ +XF(+1-Ft) = 0. 
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For the sake of simplicity, we denote 

for s e [0,e] and x £ T*M. With these notations, Xw satisfies the equation 

lim^-^-oo Xw{<y, s) = (<t>fs
i+1 o ^LJ-1^     on     0, 

Xw(tr,0), XwM &McX = T*M. 

On the other hand, we look at the equation 

f      U+grad(/<+i-/i)(x)=0 

I     X(0)= He.(0,0) EM 

which can be considered the (singular) limit equation of (9.23). To prove Theorem 
9.1, it will be enough to prove that there exists some eio > 0 such that for any 
w E Mj, 0 < e < 610, there exists some 

/ = /«, = (Xi,X2,X3) G M9(M : /,p) 

such that for each i = 1,2,3, we have 

supd(xw,<(cr,O),x*(0-)) < f- 

Proposition 9.8.   There exists en > 0 such that for any given w € Mj, 0 < 
e < en and for each i = 1,2,3, £/&ere earc'ste a ma^ Xw : (—005 0] —> M that satisfies 

^+grad(/i+i-/i)(x)=0 

anrf w;ftzcft obo satisfies 

(9.24) sup     d(xu.(^0),Xu-(^))<- 
o-€(-oo,0] 

Assuming this proposition for the moment, we proceed the proof of Theorem 9.1. 
By (9.15) and (9.24), we can write 

Xu/fo 8) = exPx>(<7) £(0">s) 

for —oo <(j<0, 0<5<e with ||£||L°° < |, and so we can write 

w(T,t) =exp*j(/u>)f(T,*) 

for some ^ with 

IKIUoo < f     and lw = (xi,X2,X3) € ^(M : /,p) 

where Xi are the gradient trajectories of /i+i —/$ that are obtained from above for each 
i — 1,2,3. Now we have only to prove, by further perturbing Iw to Iw € M(M : f,p) 

if necessary, that we can choose £ of the form Q^^j ^rj and so w has the required form 
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for some rj G 'Hf. We introduce the map 

E(x,y) =exp-1(y) 

which is well-defined whenever x, y G X satisfy 

d(x, y) < injectivity radus of X. 

(See e.g., [K] for the basic properties of the map E.) Using the map E, we need to 
solve the equation 

(9-26) IlRer Dn{1) (E{9{{I),W)) = 0 

in terms of /. Here we denote by IlKer D^^ the L2-projection onto Ker £^(7) w^h 
respect to the splitting 

T*i(/) J7
C
1,P = Ker D^!(/) © Image Q^jy 

We consider the vector bundle 

(J Ker !>*{(/) 

over M = M(M : f^p) and define a section £o by 

$ = nKatD..in(E(*l(T),wj). 

Solving (9.26) is equivalent to finding a zero of the section £§. We note that from 
(9.24) and the accompanied estimates, we have 

II$(J»)IU~ <! 
and this in turn gives rise to the estimates 

\miw)\\i,p,* < cs 

by the elliptic boot-strap because both w is holomorphic and ^{{Iw) is "nearly holo- 
morphic". Therefore to prove the existence of zeros of £§ near Iw» we have only to 
prove that the covariant linearization at Iw 

DtoVw) :TIwM-+ Ker Dn{Iw) 

is uniformly invertible over e > 0. This is because we can apply the existence scheme 
of this paper to this finite dimensional picture which is much easier. However we have 
the formula 

D&VwWl) = IW />,.„„, (DiEimi^w) o ZJtf (<?/)) + 0(d). 

From this, (8.17) and from the fact that Image D$l(Iw) is almost the same as 
Ker Z}$«(/„,), it is straightforward to conclude that D^(IW) is uniformly invertible 
over e > 0, which finishes the proof of Theorem 9.1. □ 

Finally, it remains to prove Proposition 9.8. 
Proof of Proposition 9.8. From the C1-estimate (9.16) and from the definition 

(9.22), it follows by a straightforward computation that 

(9.27) ^ff  <C 
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for all w e Mj(X : A€,xe) and for all e > 0. Prom (9.23) and (9.27), we get 

dXu 
dcr <c 

and in particular we have 

IfM) <c. 

Therefore the family of maps defined by 

on (—cx),0] into M C T*M is an equi-continuous family. 
We now restrict (9.23) to s = 0 and rewrite it, by writing Xw(0>s) = (tf^5)* 

p(a, s)) as before, into 

fj + (TTT O J) VSP + grad (/<+i - /,) + Tn(Je - J) (flf- + X(i,i+1_Fi) (xw)) = 0 

ff - (TTT o JJV^p + TTT O J(Je - J) (^ + *(*v+1_*»(x««0) = 0 

Note that p(cr, 0) = 0 and so V^cr, 0) = 0. Therefore from the second equation and 
(9.27), we have 

aa < C\ Je - J\(xw) < Ce. 

Then we have 
|V.p|<|Vp||U|<Ce 

because the boundedness of |Vp| follows from the C^-estimate (9.15) and from the 
definition (9.22) of Xw- By taking the C1-limit of the first equation as ej -> 0, any 
local limit of Xw, which we denote by Xoo, satisfies the equation 

^-+grad(/i+1-/f)(Xoo) = 0. do- 

Since M is compact, we may assume by taking a subsequence, that 

UJ(0, 0) ->- ^(0) -► x    as     €j -> 0. 

Therefore the local limit of Xw as e -> 0 satisfies the initial value problem 

f     ^+grad(/j+i-/i)(x)=0 

I     X(0) = x 

Furthermore, XWJ weakly converges to a cusp trajectory 

XoU(u?=iX*) 

where 

Xo(0)=aj,   lim   xo(ff) e Crit {h - fi) 

Xk G M(fi+i - fi)   for each k = 1, • • • , iV 

Now by an easy version of the gluing theorem, we conclude that there exists Xw G 
M(M :f,p) such that 

d(x^(^0),Xuf(cT))<f. 

This finally finishes the proof of (9.24) and hence the proof of Theorem 9.1. □ 
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PART II. (HIGHER) MASSEY PRODUCT 

10. Moduli of metric ribbon trees and genus zero marked open Rie- 
mann surfaces. We are going to construct the natural stratification and the com- 
pactification of the moduli spaces Gr^, To,fc introduced in §1. 

To explain our compactification of TQ^, we use its relation to the moduli space 
of pointed genus 0 Riemann surface. We set 

^        {(zu '- ,Zk)\zi€ CP1, ZJ ^ Zj,    for i ^ j } 
0>k~ PSL(2-C) 

Here PSL(2; C) = Aw^CP1) acts on {(zu ''' , Zk) \zi G CP1, Zi ^ Zj, for i ^ j} by 
g(zi, • • • ,Zk) — (gzi,- • • ,gzk)- We define an anti-holomorphic involution on TQ k by 

(zw- ,Zk) = (zir- ,Zk)- Let 

<Zlk = {x£^k\x = x}. 

LEMMA 10.1. TQ k consists of (k — 1)! connected components. One of them is 
identified with To,fc. 

Proof Let x = [zi, • • • ,zk] £ TQ^. By the abuse of notation, we write x for 
the pointed space [CP1; zi, • • • ,zk] also. Composing the canonical anti-holomorphic 
diffeomorphism x -» x which is nothing but the identity map (note that as sets x and 
x are the same), with the (holomorphic) isomorphism x -> x which is the involution 
mentioned above, we obtain an anti-holomorphic self-diffeomorphism r : x —} x. Since 
x has no nontrivial automorphism, we have r2 = 1. Therefore, the fixed point set of 
r is biholomorphic to S1 = dD2 C CP1 . We then find that Zi G dD2. We can fix the 
representative by taking zi = 1, Z2 —y/—^. and zz — —1. The connected component 
of TQ k is determined according to the (topological) position of z^'s, i — 4, • • • , k. By 
a simple combinatorial computation, we obtain the lemma. □ 

Compactification of T^ k has been studied extensively in algebraic geometry, and 
been used in the theory of quantum cohomology. Let us recall it briefly here. (See 
[DM] for a detailed exposition.) 

A stable curve of genus zero (E;2i, • • • ,zk) consists of a connected and simply 
connected reduced curve E with k nonsingular marked points zi, • • • , zk such that E 
has at worst an ordinary double point and each irreducible component of E contains 
at least 3 points which are singular or marked. One can define a topology of the 
set T^ of all stable curves of genus zero with k marked points so that TQ k is a 
compactification of TQ k. 

For each element (E;^!,--- ,^) of TQ^., one can define its complex conjugate 

(E; zi, • • • , Zk) such that the map (E; 21, • • • , Zk) »->• (E; zi, • • • , zk) is an extension of 
the map (CP1; zi, • • • , z^) H> (CP1; zT, • • • , 1%), which is defined on TQ k. There is a 

canonical anti-holomorphic diffeomorphism : (E; zi, • • • , 2^) -¥ (E; zi, • • • , zk). We set 

*£(),& — {x £ ^o.k I x — x} 

Let To,fc be the closure of TQ,^ in TQJA.. It is contained in TQ)A.. For an element 

(Ejzi,--- ,zjfe) of To,n we have an isomorphism (E;^,--- ,Zk) -> (Ej^i,--- ,^). 
By the stability (namely the nonexistence of nontrivial automorphism of an ele- 

ment of TQ^), this isomorphism is unique.   Hence by an argument similar to the 
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FIGURE 10.1 

proof of Lemma 10.1, we obtain an anti-holomorphic involution r : (£; zi, • • • ,Zk) -^t 
(£;2i,• • • ,Zk)- The points Zi are fixed by this involution. Let 

C = {z e E | r(«) = *} 

C is a union of finitely many circles patched at finitely many points, and zi are 
contained in C. (Figure 10.1). 

We define a one dimensional simplicial complex T from C as follows. The vertex 
of T corresponds to a circle of C or one of the points Zf. Let {vi, • • • , vm}U{zi, • • • , z*:} 
be the set of vertices. We join two vertex Vi and Vj if corresponding circles intersect 
to each other in C. We join Vi and Zj if the circle corresponding to Vi contains Zj. We 
never join zi and Zj. (Figure 10.1) 

LEMMA 10.2. T is simply connected. 
Proof. If not, we can find a nontrivial loop 51 in T. It is easy to see that we can 

lift it to the nontrivial loop of E. But E is simply connected by assumption, which 
gives rise to a contradiction. D 

For each vertex Vi in T, we have a cyclic order of the edges containing Vi. This 
cyclic order is induced by the (counter clockwise) cyclic order of the circles corre- 
sponding to Vj. We recall that a tree with fixed cyclic order of the set of edges of each 
vertex, has a unique embedding into E2 such that the cyclic order is compatible to 
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the orientation of M2. Thus, for each element of To,*; we obtain an element (T,i,zi) 
of Gk such that exterior vertices correspond to zi, • • • ,Zk- Let T(i) be the set of all 
elements of TQ^ such that the graph we found above is i. 

We thus have described the relation between our two moduli spaces. To make 
them more explicit, we are going to construct a map 0 : Grf* —> ^o,^ 

DEFINITION 10.3. Let t € Gk, £ : Cfnt(T) ->- M+. We take an Euclidean rectangle 
Le = [0, €(e)] x [0,1] for each e 6 Cjnt(t), and Le = (-oo, 0] x [0,1] for each e G C^(t). 
We remove a[0, £(e)] x {1/2} or <9(-oo, 0] x {1/2} from L€. Let v € Cfnt(t). We consider 
edges e, e' such that v G de, ^e'. We assume that e' is the next edge to e according to 
the cyclic order we put on the set of the edges containing v. Then, in the case when 
the orientation of e, e' goes from v to another edge, we glue {0} x (1/2,1] C dL€ and 
{0} x [0,1/2) C dL^. If the orientation is different we glue in a similar way. (See 
Figure 10.2). 

We thus obtain a space Xo(t,£) together with an (incomplete) flat metric on it. 
We would like to note that in the metric point of view, X0(t,£) is not a sub-domain 
of C Xo(t,€) has holes corresponding to each of the interior vertex of T. We can fill 
these holes conformally, and obtain a space X(t, £) equipped with a complex structure. 
This space has k boundary components and k ends. Therefore we have produced an 
element of To,fc for each £ £ Gr*.. We denote this element by @(£). 

It is easy to see that the assignment £ »-> 0(^) defines a continuous map, which 
we denote by 0 : Grk -> To,*- 

THEOREM 10.4. 0 : Grk -> To,* Z5 a homeomorphism. 
We will prove this theorem in §14. Theorem 10.4 is closely related to the theory 

of quadratic differentials ([Str]). 
Now we construct an open covering UieGkU(t: 6, a) = Grk which will be used in 

the later sections. We introduce some notations first. 
DEFINITION 10.5. 

(i) Let i, t' £ Gk- We say t >- t' if and only if t' is obtained by collapsing some 
edges of t. 

(ii) When i >- i', we have a surjective map TT : T -> T'. For v e Cf^t'), we put 
cv = TT

-1
 (v) which is a subgraph of T. We identify each edge e of i' with an edge 

7r-1(e)ofT. 
(iii) For each cv, we consider the edges in t that intersect but are not contained 

in ?<;. For each such edge, we attach an exterior edge (—oo, 0] to cv at the point where 
the edge intersects cv. Let cv be the graph obtained in this way. 

Now let a > 0 and e > 0. We define 

(10.1) U(i':e,a) = {(e)£Grk 

l€Gr{t),  iyt' 

t(e)>e-«,   ife£Clnt(t') 

e(e)<e-a,   ife*C/Bt(tf)J 

We will choose the constants a = a(i) so that 0 < a(i) < 1 and ^QX << 1 if t y t'. 
Then it is easy to see that 

U U(t:eMt)) = Grk 

i€Gk 

is an open covering of Grk- 

11.  Construction of approximate solutions. We now begin with the proof 
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FIGURE 10.2 

of our main theorem, Theorem 1.7 for general k. The proof goes along a similar line 
to that of Part I. In fact the construction of our open covering of the moduli space 
Grk in §10 has been organized so that it works well with the argument of Part I. 

To imitate Part I, we first need an analogy of Proposition 4.1 for general k. 
To state it we need some notations. Let ai, • • • , a* € Mn. Suppose that each of 
subsets of {ai, • • • , a^} that consist of k — 1 elements is linearly independent. We put 
Ai = {(x + V^a* | x £ Rn} C Cn. 

Next let z = [21, • • • ,Zk\ € To,*. Choose a conformal diffeomorphism of D2 — 
{zij • • * ,Zk} to an open subset &(z) of C. We take Q(z) so that there is a compact 
subset ©0(2) such that 

k 

0(2) - ©0(2) =(J 0,(2) 
i=l 

and Qi(z) is isometric to (—oo,0] x [0,1] where ©2(2) is the end corresponding to 2$. 
We let di@(z) be the connected component of 90(2) corresponding to diD2. 

PROPOSITION 11.1.   There is a holomorphic map 

wz : 0(2) -> Cn 

such that 

(n.i.i) wz(diQ(z)) C At 
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(11.1.2) lim  (ImwJeATit) - (t(ai+i - a,-) + a^) = 0 
r—>—oo 

Such a map is unique up to addition of real constant vectors. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 11.1 is a straight forward generalization of the 

proof of Proposition 4.1 in §4. So we discuss the proof only briefly. We may assume 
that n = k — 1 and a* generates Cn. We then can take k linear maps TTi : Cn -^ C 
such that 

(11.2.1) TTi is linear and defined over M. 
(11.2.2) 7r<(ai) = -l if j ^ i. 
(11.2.3) TTiidi) = 1. 

It follows that (TTI, • • • ,7rfc_i) is a linear isomorphism. We have 

iniAj) = {x -y/-[ | x £ M}    for j y£ i. 

TTiiAi) ^{x+V^I xeR} 

By the Riemann mapping theorem, we can find a holomorphic map Wi : 0Z —> C such 
that 

WiidjQiz)) C ^(Aj). 

We then put wz = (TTI, • • • ^k-i)'1^!, • • • ,5Jjfe_i). 
The proof that wz has required property is the same as that of Proposition 4.1 

and so omitted. The proof of uniqueness is also similar. D 
In §17, we will specify how to remove the ambiguity in Proposition 11.1. 
We will apply this proposition as we applied Proposition 4.1 in Part I. To do this, 

we need some preliminaries. Let t >- i. Then, for each vertex v of t, we have cv € Gkv 

as in Definition 10.5. Here kv denotes the number of edges containing v. If £ £ Gr(i), 
it induces £v G Gr(cv), hence an element Q(£v) of TQ,*^. 

By the construction of Definition 10.3, &(£) £ TQ^J together with its explicit 
coordinate, can be obtained from 6(€v)'s as follows: Each of the ends of Q(£v) is 
isometric to (—oo, 0] x [0,1], and the ends of Q(£v) correspond one to one to the edges 
of t containing v. We remove (—oo, — e~a/3] x [0,1] from each of these ends. We place 
these domain at the position v. 

Next, we take a rectangle [61-a/6,£(e) - e1~a/6] x [0,1] for each e € Clnt(t) 
and place it at the position of the edge e. If v £ de, and the orientation of e 
goes from v to another vertex, we identify [£(e) - e1~a/3,£(e) - 61~a/6] x [0,1] with 
[-e1~a/3, -e1_a/6] x [0,1] C Q(£v). If the orientation is different we glue in a similar 
way. We have thus obtained a space with complex structure. It is immediate to see 
from the definition that this space coincides with 0(£). 

Now we outline the construction of approximate solutions. We first consider the 
re-scaling map 7re : Gr^ —> Grk defined by 

7re(£)(e) = M. 
Note that this is a diffeomorphism which preserves each stratum. We will define our 
approximate solutions on 0(|). As in Part I, we decompose &(£) into the "neck" re- 
gions and the "center" regions around the vertices. First we use Proposition 11.1 via 
the exponential map to construct approximate solutions of the pseudo-holomorphic 
map equation on Q(£v) into T*M. On the neck regions (i.e., rectangle regions) 
[e~a/6, ^f- - e~Q:/6] x [0,1], we use the gradient lines as in Part I to define them. 
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FIGURE 11.1 

By gluing these using the partitions of unity, we will obtain approximate solutions. 
Making this construction precise is the goal of this section. 

We first need to remark about some technical trouble which was not present in 
the case of k = 3 in Part I: The family of domains Q(£v) form a non-compact family 
as £v varies and e goes to 0. Therefore it is not clear that the convergence in (11.1.2) 
can be made uniform as e goes to 0. We will discuss this trouble in §16 in more detail. 
For the moment, we just state and use one lemma (Lemma 11.2) which will be used 
in our construction below. 

To state this lemma we need some notations. Let us number the set of edges e such 
that v £ de in a way compatible to the cyclic order. We put leg(ei) = j(i) = rig(ei+i). 
Corresponding to each exterior edge e^ of £, we have the exterior end of 0(£v), which 
we denote by @i(£v). We use (T,£) £ (—oo,0] for its coordinate. Denote by di@(lv) 
the component of the boundary dQ(£) such that 

^0(4)0 0^(4)^0 

9*0(4) n0i+i(4)/0 

(See Figure 11.1). 
Let p €. M and denote a* = gradpfj^, and 

Ai = {x + V^Aciilx 6 Mn} c Cn = TPM (g) C. 

LEMMA 11.2. Let 0(4) &e as above and wv : 0(4) —> C™ be the holomorphic 
map obtained by using Proposition 11.1. Namely 

(11.3.1) wv(diWv) C Ai. 
(11.3.2) 

(11.4) lim   (Im ^le^ (r, t) - (t(oi+i - a*) 4- a*) = 0 

Then the convergence in (11.4) is uniform on e, p and 4- 
The proof of Lemma 11.2 will be postponed until §16. 
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Now we describe the appropriate space of maps where we do the necessary es- 
timates. First recall that to each element £ £ U(i : e, a) is associated the domain 
0(^) with the complex structure that is induced from the flat metric (with finitely 
many singularities), which represent it (see the paragraph right before Theorem 10.4). 
These will be the spaces where we do all the estimates implicit below. We denote by 

Mapu(i:€ia)(T*M : &,?) =      \J     Map^M : A\f) 

the fiber bundle over U(t: e, a), whose fiber at £ is given by 

Mapi(T*M : A€,p€) = {w : 0(-) -¥ T*M \ w is a smooth map 

satisfying (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) }. 

We would like to mention that w in this set does not necessarily satisfy (1.3.3). We 
denote by || • ||o,p,e the obvious weighted Sobolev norm on the space Mapy(T*M : 

A^p*) in terms of the induced metric on ©(7). We would like to point out that the 
(ordinary) Sobolev constant of the domains - are uniform over £ € U(t : e, a) and 
e -> 0. 

We then consider the fibre product U(t : e, a) x7T€ Mg(M : f,p) using the map 
7r€ : U(t: e,a) -► Grk. 

DEFINITION 11.3. Map(T*M : A€,p*) be the set of all pairs ([21,-•• ,2*1,0;), 
such that [zi, • • • ,Zk] € To,* and u : D2 -> T*M is a smooth map satisfying (1.3.1), 
(1.3.2) but not necessary (1.3.3). Note that it follows that Mapu(i:€loi)(T*M,K€,p) is 

a subset of Map(T*M : Ae,p*). 
Now our main result of this section is the following. 
PROPOSITION 11.4.   There exists a constant C > 0 independent of e, and maps 

*Jia : C/(t: 6, a) x,€ Mg{M; f,fi -> Mapu{i^a){T*M : K\f) 

such that the followings are satisfied: 

(11.5.1) If uj is in the image ofi^\a then we have 

— 2+(p-l)ct 

||dj^l|o,p,€ < Ce     p 

(11.5.2) The following Figure 11.2 commutes. 

U{t:e,a) x*. M9(M;f,p)   ^ Map^.^^M : &,&) 

U(t: e, a) 

FIGURE 11.2 

Proof. Let £eU(t: 6, a) fl Gr(t) for some t y t and I G Mg(M] f,p) such that 
7T€(£) = 7r(/).   Here TT : Mg{M\f,p) ->• Gr^ is the projection.   We decompose the 
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domain 0(£) as follows. We put 

06-[O,£(e)]x[O,l]C0(£) 

for e G Clnt(t) and 
0e- (-oo,0] x [0,1] C0(£) 

foreGC^Ct). 
Let v € Cint(t). We take a vertex VQ G c^ and put pv = I(vo) € M. (The precise 

choice will be discussed in more detail in §17.) By Lemma 11.2, we obtain a map 

wv -+TpvM®C 

where we identify 
TPvM®C = T(pv,o)(T*M). 

Let e G C1^)- Let 

Xe:[0,^]->M 

or 
Xe ' (-oo,0]->M 

be the restriction of / to the edge e. Xe is a gradient line of — (fief(e) ~ frig(e))- We 
put 

06 (^j = [Ce-, ^) _ Ce-] X [0, 1] C 0e 

when e £ C}nt(t), and 

0e(§)=("OO'"C6"a]x[O'1]C06 

when e G ^(t). 
Then for each v G Cfnt(i), we put 

(11.6) wl(z) = expp^eiiJt,^)) 

on 
z G e^) - |J(-oo, -e-a/6] x [0,1]. 

For e G C1^), we put 

(ii-7) <(T, «)=^r5(e) o ^ (X«M) 

on 0e (g^r). On 0€ (^, -^r) := 0e (3^) - 0e (^r) we use a partition of unity in 
exactly the same way as §4, to patch (11.6) and (11.7). Thus we have obtained a map 

w€ = w€>J : e(-) -+ T*M. 

We put 

The commutativity of the Figure 11.2 is an immediate consequence of the construction. 
To prove the estimates (11.5.1) repeating those in Part I, we need to prove the 

following lemma which is relevant to prove the analogoues of (5.6) and (5.8) there. 
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Once this lemma is proved, (11.5.1) can be proved in the same way as in Part I. We 
remark that we also need this lemma to show that C in (11.5.1) is independent of e. 

LEMMA 11.5.   We can choose wv so that the following holds: Let (r,t) £ 0e (g^r, 
3^).  Then 

dist(w€
v(r,t),We(r,t)) < Cmax{e,e2(1~a)} 

Here v is the vertex corresponding to 0 £ [0,£(e)] ~ e. 
We postpone the proof of Lemma 11.5 until §17. 

12. Transversality of the graph flows. We constructed in §11 an approximate 
solution corresponding to each element of A4(M : f,p). Our next step is to modify 
it and to find an exact solution nearby of the pseudo-holomorphic map equation (or 
the (nonlinear) Cauchy-Riemann equation). Roughly speaking, we can carry out this 
modification, provided the linearized operator is surjective (namely when there exists 
a right inverse of the operator.) This is the way how we did in the case when k = 3 
in §6,7. The existence of the right inverse was proved there by making use of the 
transversality hypothesis in Theorem 3.1 for the unstable manifolds of gradient vector 
fields. 

To generalize the line of ideas in §6, 7 to general k, we need to define and verify 
the transversality of the moduli space Mg(M : f,p) and to understand its relation to 
the existence of a right inverse of the linearization of the Cauchy-Riemann equation. 
This is the analogoue to the proof of Theorem 1.4. But we will not complete the 
proof of this theorem at this stage, since we still have to incorporate and glue the 
moduli spaces corresponding to different combinatorial types of graphs. Therefore in 
this section, we fix the combinatorial type of t and consider the subset Gr(i) of Gr* 
and study the transversality there. The gluing construction we need to complete the 
proof of Theorem 1.4 will be explained in §14 and §15. 

Let t = (T,z,p). We fix a vertex VQ £ Cfnt(T). For each exterior edge e* (i = 
1, • • • ,&), let Vi be the interior vertex contained in e*. (The other vertex of e^ is 
exterior.) We remark that Vi = Vj may happen for i ^ j. We order them so that 

Vl  = • • • = Vii_1  ^Vii   = • • • = y^^  ^:Vi2=...J:Vim=.:.= Vk- 

Here ii < i^ - • • < im. We are going to define a map 

Exp = Expt : M x Gr(t) -> Mm. 

For 1 < h < m there is a unique minimal path in T joining VQ and Vih. Let e^h, ... , 
ejh   be the edges contained in this path in this order, see Figure 12.1. 

Let V^  be the vector field such that 

Vb   = -{9rad flef(e.h) - 9rad frig{e.h)) 
■'b 3b 

Let Exp(tVb
h) : M -> M be the one parameter group of transformations associated to 

this vector field. We denote 

Exph(p, t) = ExpiHe^) o • • • o ExpMej^ )Vc
h

h)(p) 

In other words, we define a map 

I:T-      (J     {«} -+ M 
«ec;.f(T) 
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FIGURE 12.1 

such that / satisfies (1.4.2), (1.4.3) and I(vo) = p, and put : 

I(vih) = Exph(p,e). 

We set 
Exp(p,I) = (Exp!(p,e),-' ,Expm(p,£)). 

We write Expr in case we need to specify /. 
For a critical point pi of fc+i — /*, let W^T(/i+i — fi) be the unstable manifold 

of the gradient vector field of /f+i — fo. Let TT : Mg(M : f,p) -> Grk be the natural 
projection. We denote by Mg(M : /,p, t) the inverse image of Gr(t) in Mg(M : /,p) 
under the map TT . Now the following lemma is immediate from the definition. 

LEMMA 12.1.   There exists a natural one to one correspondence 

(m   ih+\— 1 \ 

n n ^(/i+i-Zi)) -M9(M : f,p,i) 
h=l   j=ih J 

Now we would like to formulate the transversality of the moduli space Mg(M : 
/,p,t). To study the transversality property of Mg(M : /,p), the identification in 
Lemma 12.1 is not suitable enough because the structure of the set nV^- W~(fj+i - 
fj) could be quite complicated. For example there is no simple criterion for the set 
to be a smooth submanifold unless the intersection is that of a pair of submanifolds. 
Because of this reason, we consider the transversality in the following way: We assume 
that all the functions fj+i — fj are of the Morse-Smale type and so all W~(fj+i ~~ fj) 
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are smooth submanifolds and intersect one another transversely. We study the map 

m    ih+i— 1 m ih+i—1 

EXP : M x Gr(t) x JJC  H   WM+i " /i)) "► H^ x    11   M) 
^=1    ^=1^ h=l j=ih 

that is defined by 

m m 

-> wherep^ - fe,,-.. .p^^) G n^i" '^(/i+i « fj) and 6 : nj^" W^ 
Ilj^- M is just the inclusion map. Now the following is easy to show 

LEMMA 12.2.   There exists a natural one to one correspondence 

(m \ [   m   ih+i— 1 

n Aft ~ ^p-1 n p| %-(/i+1 - /,) 
/i=l        / \h=l   j=ih 

where A^ is the diagonal in M x (YTJ^I'1 M) — M x • • • x M. 
Now we are ready to formulate our transversality condition. 
DEFINITION 12.3. An element of Mg{M : /,p,t) is called transversal if the 

map EXP above is transversal to H^Li ^h at the point (p, t, 11^^" Vh) of M x 

Gr(t) x (rij't^l- Wp^ (/j+i _/i)) corresponding to the given element in Mg{M : /,p, t) 
through the correspondences in Lemma 12.1 and 12.2. If this is the case at every point 
in Mg(M : /,p, t), then we say that Mg(M : f,p,i) is transversal. 

For the convenience of the exposition, when the transversality in Definition 12.3 
holds, we will often simply say that the map Exp : M x Gr(t) -> Mm is transversal 
to TlT=i fXih=ih~ ^P^(/J+I 

— fj)- ^ne always has to appropriately interpret into that 
of EXP whatever statement on the map Exp appears below. 

The following lemma can be proven by a simple dimension counting argument 
using the transversality of the map EXP formulated in Definition 12.3. 

LEMMA 12.4. Suppose M(M : f,p,t) is transversal in the sense of Definition 
12.3.  Then M(M : /,p,i) £s a smooth manifold of dimension 

k 

J^ Ai(a;<) - (* - l)n 4- dimGr(t). 
i=l 

We remark that it is not difficult to show 

dimGr(t)=ib-3-     ^     (A:v-3), 
«€cyBt(r) 

where n — dim M and kv is the number of edges containing v. (See §14 for its proof.) 

Now we prove the following transversality result. 
PROPOSITION 12.5. There exists a residual subset of (C00^))771 such that for f 

in it, every element of A4g(M : /,j?,t) is transversal in the sense of Definition 12.3. 
Proof. Let Ui be a sufficiently small neighborhood of Pi. We consider the subset 

of (C00^))™ consisting of the functions which coincides to the given / at Ui. We 
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define 

Mg(M:p,t)= (J        M9(M:f,p,t) 
f€(C~(M))? 

We first remark that for / in a residual subset of ((^(M))^ all fj+i - fj are of the 
Morse-Smale type and so the unstable submanifolds of these functions are smooth. 
Therefore we take a such /o and consider /'s only in a small neighborhood of /Q. 

The next step is to find a perturbation of / such that Exp become transversal 
to Il/ILi ^i^" W~Xfj+i — fj)- We will choose the perturbation so that it does not 
change the unstable manifolds involved. For this purpose we choose open subsets Vi 
of M as follows. We write vi -< Vj if the minimal path joining VQ and Vj contains vi. 
Our open sets Vi C M satisfies the following. Here we identify T with its image by 
I € Mg(M : f,£,t). 

(12.1.1) The intersection of Vi with the minimal path joining Vi and VQ is nonempty. 
(12.1.2) If the intersection of Vi with the minimal path joining Vj and VQ is non-empty 
then Vi -< Vj. 
(12.1.3) Vi do not intersect the unstable manifolds W^C/j+i —fj) , j = ih,''' > ih+i — 1 
unless the dimension of W^C/j+i — /j) is dimM. 

FIGURE 12.2 

(It may happen that some v^ coincides v§. In that case we do not require (12.1.1) 
and just take Vi empty.) One can find such open subsets by taking Vi to be a sufficiently 
small neighborhood of the point p which is on the path joining vi to v§ and which is 
sufficiently close to Vi. 
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Next we consider the map 

771 

Exp : M x Grk x J| C§?(Vih) -> Mm 

such that Exp(p, £, g) = Exp(p, £, /'). Here the i th component of /' is /* -f gh where 
—♦ -* 

ih < i < ih+i- By abuse of notation we write / + g for this element / . 
We consider 

(m   ih+i—1 

n n ^(/i+i-Zi) 

Now we show : 
LEMMA 12.6. Exp     (rKLi ^^"^^"(/j+i - /?)) «5 a smooth submanifold of 

M x Grfc x H/ILi ^0°("^th)•   Furthermore the restriction map of the projection TT : 
M x Grk x nr=i CTWJ -»• nr=i ^WJ 

-i Exp" i n pi w-{fj+1 - ^ -► n C^WJ 

is a Fredholm map. 
Once we have Lemma 12.6 then Proposition 12.5 is a consequence of the Sard- 

Smale transversality theorem [Sm]. (More precisely we replace CQ
0
^) by a Banach 

space contained in it, as in Floer [F12].) Now we prove Lemma 12.6. It suffices to show 

that the map Exp is transversal to Y[h=i ^i^il" ^^(/i+i ~ fj)- (The Fredholmness 
is easy to show in the formulation of Lemma 12.4.) To prove it we are going to show 

that the differential of Exp is surjective. Let (p,£,g) G M x Gr(t) x H^i CQ
0
^)* 

and fe) = Exp{p,£,g). Let Xi E TqiM. We are going to find gi an V E TPM such 
that 

/199N dExp(expp(tV),£, f 4- tg) , . 

We find such a #$ by induction of the order -< of Vi. We remark that Condition 
(12.1.2) implies that gj do not affect the i-th component of dExp{exP?(tv)Af+tg) 

unless Vi -< Vj. Hence we can modify gj according to the order -< of Vi. 
First suppose possibly there exists Vi with VQ —VI. Such an element is necessarily 

the smallest element among v^s. Then clearly the i-th component of Exp(p, £, f) is p. 
Hence by putting V — Xi, (12.2) is satisfied for the i-th component. 

Next we construct gj. Assume we have already chosen gi for i with Vi -< Vj. Take 
gf so that gh = 0 for those which are not yet chosen. We have already chosen V also. 
Then denote the j-th component of dExp^expp{tv)j+t^) I       by Y    By Condition az \t=o 
(12.1.1), we can find gj so that, if gj G n^Li^o^C^') ^s ^e element whose h-th 
component is 0 unless i = j and whose j-th component is gj, then the j-th component 

of dExp(expp(ty),u+t9i)\ ^   becomes Xj _ Yjm  Then (for any choice of gh we make 

t=o 

dt 

later) the j-th component of ^P^PP{tv)Af^tg) is Xi.  Thus Lemma 12.6 now 
t=o J 
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can be proved by induction. Hence the proof of Lemma 12.6 and so that of Proposition 
12.5. D 

13. Construction of the right inverse and the exact solutions. In this 
section, we use the transversality established in §12 and construct a right inverse of 
the linearized equation of the Cauchy Riemann equation at the approximate solutions 
constructed in Proposition 11.4. This construction is parallel to that in §6, 7. So 
we will explain only the part where arguments are new. The main new point in the 
current situation appears when rephrasing the transversality condition as we did in 
the beginning of §6. 

Let (p, £) £ M x Grk be the element corresponding to the map / : T ->> M in 
Mg(M : /,p, t) through Lemma 12.1. We assume that it is transversal in the sense of 
Definition 12.3. 

We identify each interior edge e of T to [0,£(e)] and exterior edge to (—oo, 0]. Let 
Xe ■ [0^(e)] -^ M or Xe : (-00,0] -^ M be the restriction of /. We put 

Ce(v) = ce>(v) if v G e,v G e',v G C?nt(T) 
{ eeC^T) 

There is a map : 

LI:WJ'p^l[U'(x;TM). 
e 

whose e-component is given by 

Le = LXe := Vf + Vgradtfief(e) - frig(e)) 

We have : 
LEMMA 13.1. Lj is surjective when I G Mg(M : /,p,t) is transversal in the 

sense of Definition 12.2. 
Proof. We consider the space : 

ce (t;) = cer (v)    if v G e n e> G CQ
int (T) Kit = \ ^e) e      n     W^{xlTM) 

We define the map 

«€C?„t(T) 

in a similar way. We also define the evaluation map 

by 
(Ce) H- {Ce>h{vih)). 

Here e'h is any interior edge containing Vih.   Then the transversality condition in 
Definition 12.3 for {t,p) is equivalent to the surjectivity of the composition of the map 

(th+i-i 
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Here Nj(Vi )(•) means the normal bundle of (•). Again the precise formulation of this 
statement should follow the kinds of Lemma 12.2 and Definition 12.3 in their linearized 
version. We leave this obvious translation to readers. 

Now we take an arbitrary element (be) G nLP(Xe™)- First let e ^ Cint(T)i 
v be one of the vertex of e and V £ Tj^M. By the existence of solution of Cauchy 
problem for ordinary differential equation, we can find ce(V) G T/F1,p(XeTM) such 
that 

Le(ce(V)) = be 

{3) ce(V)(v)=V 

Now we use this fact and the fact that T is a tree to find (c^) € W/'^ suc^ ^h^ 

LfHic'e)) = (be) 

Next we consider an exterior edge e^. (We are again using the same notations as in 
the beginning of §12.) Then, for each Wi G ^/(v.-jO^C/i+i —/«)), we have 

cieiMeW^x^TM) 

such that 

LeMei,Wi)) = b(ei) 
1    ' ) c(ei,Wi)(vi)=Wi 

Now we consider c'e(vih) G Ti(V( )M. Again the transversality in Definition 12.3 
implies in particular that we can find 

(*M-i-l 

n wpMj+i-fj) 
j=ih 

and 

wheTI{Vih)(  fl   (w-ifj^-jj))) 
j=ih 

such that 

(13.4) Wh-Vh + c!e(vih) = 0. 

Using the surjectivity of (13.1) we find (de) G Ker Lf1* such that ev(de) = (Wh). 
Now we put 

c6 = 4 + de       if eeClnt(T) 
cej = cfatWh)        if ej G Cl

ext(T),ih <j< ih+1 

By (13.2)-(13.4), we have 

ce(vj) = ceh (VJ)    j = in, • • • , i/i+i - 1 

Hence c G W}'v. By definition Lj(ce) = (6e), as required. □ 
Once we establish Lemma 13.1, we can imitate the arguments in the proofs of 

Propositions 6.1 and 7.1 to obtain a right inverse of the linearization of dj at the 
elements defined in Proposition 11.7. Then using the estimates in Proposition 11.4 
together with the above discussion on the right inverse, one can repeat the same proof, 
with obvious modifications, that was carried out for the case k — 3 in §7-9.  Hence 
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we have constructed the required diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of each stratum 
Gr(t). 

PROPOSITION 13.2. For sufficiently small e > 0, there exists a constant C and a 
smooth map 

S£0 : U(i: e,a) x^ M9(MJ,£) -> Mj(T*M : A6,^) C Map{T*M : A6,^) 

5i/c/i that 
(13.7.1) Figure 11.2 commutes and 
(13.7.2) 

2+(P-l)a 

In the next remaining sections, we will patch these diffeomorphism together and 
obtain the global diffeomorphism asked in the Main Theorem, Theorem 1.7. 

14. Gluing moduli spaces (Metric ribbon tress). In this section, we reprove 
Stasheff's theorem and also we make clearer the relation between moduli spaces of 
graphs and genus zero open Riemann surfaces. 

THEOREM 14.1. ■ [Compare with (StashefF [Stl])] Gr^ can be given a smooth 
structure with respect to which it becomes diffeomorphic to Efc_3. 

We here first recall a gluing construction of graph modulies. Let 1 = (T, i, p) G Grk 
and kv\ v £ C^nt(T) be the number of edges containing v. We use the map : 

*t : Gr(t) x     Y[     Grkv -+ Grk 

«€C?nt(t) 

The construction is by gluing and is similar to the proof of Lemma 11.3. More precisely, 
let 

(£, (4)) G Gr(t) x     JJ     Grkv 

«€C?nft(t) 

Here lv G Gr(iv) C Gr^ and tv = (Cv,iv,pv). We replace the vertex v G T by the 
tree Cv. Namely we identify kv edges containing v and A^ exterior edges of Cv, using 
their orders. Then we obtain a graph. Together with its ribbon structure and order 
we denote it by i. Then $t (£, (4)) = £' G Gr(t). Here I1 (e) = f(e) if e G C?nt(T) and 
£/(c)=€v(e)ifc6Cjlt(Ct,). 

Let cv G G^,, and cu?v G GkUiV> where u G Cfnt(cv) and A:Ujl; be the number of 
edges containing u. We then have the following commutative diagram : 

Gr(t) x UGr(cv) x n^Mc^) i^Hf^ Gr(t) x l[Grkv 

^xll 1 
Gr(i)xnGr(ctt|W) -^-+ Grk 

FIGURE 14.1 

Now we start with the proof of Theorem 14.1. We prove this by induction on k. 
Suppose that the theorem holds for k' < k. Let tk G Grk be the graph which has no 
interior edge. Then Gr(tk) is a point. We first prove that Grk — Gr(t^) is a topological 
manifold. Let t ^ tk. Then kv < k for each v G Gfnt(t). Hence, by the induction 
hypothesis, Grkv is homeomorphic to M*"-3. Using it we find that Gr(t) x Y[Gr(kv) 
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is homeomorphic to M*~3. (Note that Gr(t) is a cell.) Therefore 

*t:Gr(t)x l[Grkv -+ Grk 

is a homeomorphism from E*-3 to a neighborhood of Gr(t). We regard them as a 
coordinate chart. So this gives a structure of topological manifold to Grk — Gr(tk). 

We next prove that these charts give a smooth structure to Grk - Gr(ik) . The 
proof of this fact is again by induction. From the induction hypothesis, there exists a 
smooth structure on Grv with respect to which it is diffeomorphic to Rk ~3 for k* < k. 
Then the C00 compatibility of the above charts is a consequence of the commutativity 
of Figure 14.1 and the construction of the diffeomorphism Grkv — M*"-3, which we 
are going to explain later in this section. 

We have thus obtained a smooth structure on Grk — Gr(tk). We remark that 
there is an action of E+ on Grk — Gr(tjfe). This action is free and Grk is the cone 
of the quotient space of this action. Hence to complete the proof of our theorem, we 
have only to prove that the quotient space is diffeomorphic to the sphere. We will 
prove this fact by using a relationship of Grk to the other moduli space Xo,*. 

Our basic observation to prove Theorem 14.1 is that the natural cell decomposi- 
tions of the compactifications of Grk and To,fc is the dual decomposition to each other. 
We now explain this point more precisely. 

Let To,fc be the compactification of To,fc as we explained in §10. It has a cell 
decomposition such that each cell corresponds to^ an element of Gk as follows. We 
define cells A(t) for each t £ Gk- An element of Xo,fc is identified to [E; zi, • • • ,Zk] r] 
such that E is a genus zero stable curve zi are regular points of E and r is an anti 
holomorphic involution of E such that r(zi) = Zi. If [E; zi, - • • ,Zk]T] is in the interior 
Xo,fc of our moduli space, namely if E is nonsingular, we say that [£;zi, • • • ,^;r] E 
A(tjfe). (Here tk is the graph without an interior edge.) Otherwise we obtain a ribbon 
graph t = (T,i,p) as we explained in §10. We say [E; zi, • • • , Zk] r] E A(t). It is easy 
to prove that A(t) is a cell. It also follows that their dimensions are given by 

(14.1) dimA(i)=     J2    (^-3) 
«€C?nt(t) 

where kv is the number of edges containing v. These cells will turn out to be the dual 
cells of Gr(i) as we will prove later in this section. We now calculate the dimension 
of Gr(t). We first remark that 

(14.2) dimGr(t)=tf(4t(t) 

On the other hand, by Euler's formula using the fact that our graph is a connected 
tree, we have 

(14.3) l^UC^-UCHt) 

We also have ||C*xt(t) = J|Cjxt(t) = *, and 

2jjC1(t) = fc+     ^2    kv    am180 

280^) = -*+ x; kv. 
«€C?n((t) 
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Combining these, we have 

3 = 3J|CSlt(t)-3||Q1
frf(t) 

= 3 J2 i-ncut)-$ctnt(t) 
«€C?nt(t) 

«€C?Bt(t) 

Hence from (14.1) and (14.2), we conclude 

(14.4) dim Gr(t) = * - 3 -     ^    (kv - 3) = dim To,* - dim A(t). 
«€C7?ni(t) 

Next we recall the definition of the dual cell decomposition. First let X be a 
smooth manifold and Xa, a € I, I being a some indexing set, be smooth submanifolds 
such that their closures Xa become smooth submanifolds with corners. We say that 
they consist of smooth cell decomposition if the followings are satisfied : 

(14.5.1) Xa are disjoint from one another and Ua€/^a = ^' 
(14.5.2) Xa is diffeomorphic to Mlal, and Xa (after smoothing out their corners) is 
diffeomorphic to Dlal. Here |a| is a positive integer. 
(14.5.3) The boundary dD^ of L>|a| is a union of some of the X6's with |6| < |a|. 

Given such a decomposition we define its dual decomposition as follows. Our 
definition is given by induction on the dimension n of X. Suppose that the dual 
decomposition is defined for manifolds of dimension < n. Let a £ I and p £ Xa. We 
consider the normal bundle NpXa and its unit sphere bundle SNpXa. For each Xft with 
Xt DXa we consider the intersection SNpXar\TpXb which is a cell. These cells define 
a cell decomposition of SNpXa = S'n_lal~1. Therefore by the induction hypothesis we 
obtain a dual decomposition of it. We add one more cell of dimension n — \a\ to the 
dual decomposition of SNpXa = 5n_lal-1. The we get a cell decomposition of Dn~\a\ 
which we define to be Fa. 

We now glue these cells as follows. For a, b € / we are going to construct an 
inclusion Ya C Yft. We construct it in case |o| = |6| + 1. (In the general case we can 
construct the inclusion by composing inclusions of this case.) Let q £ Xb. We choose 
a unit normal vector v £ SNqXt which are tangent to Xa and exp(ei;) is contained 
in Xa for small e. Since |a| = |6| 4- 1 there is only one such vector. We consider the 
decomposition of SNqXt induced by the decomposition of X. This decomposition 
induces that of SNv(SNqXiy). One finds easily that the decomposition obtained on 
SNv(SNqXi)) is the same as the decomposition of SNpXa. Hence by construction, the 
cell of the dual decomposition of SNgX^ which corresponds to the point v £ SNgX^ 
is isomorphic to Ya. We thus obtain an inclusion Ya C Y&. 

By gluing these cells that we have defined as above Ya using the inclusion, we 
obtain a cell complex Y. It is easy to see that it has a smooth structure such that Ya 

gives its smooth cell decomposition. Then we have 
LEMMA 14.2. X is diffeomorphic to Y. 
Proof. The barycentric subdivision of X becomes also a subdivision of Y. 0 
Now we can state Theorem 14.1 more precisely in our context. 
THEOREM 14.3. Let us compactify Gr* using the M+ action on Grk — Gr(ik) and 

denote by Grk the compactification.  Then (Gr*, {GV^)}) is the dual cell decomposition 
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to(%tk,{Z(t)}). 
Proof. The proof is again by induction on k. Suppose that Theorem 14.3 is true 

for k' < k. We consider the cell Gr(i) and take a point p on it. Then NpGr(t) together 
with its induced decomposition can be identified with Hvec? (t) ^r(kv-s)' We assume 
that t^tk- Then using the dimension formula (14.4) and the induction hypothesis, 
we derive that SNpGr(t) is the dual decomposition of the boundary 

9 n f(**-3) 
«€C?nt(t) 

We put X = Grk and use the notation in the definition of the dual decomposition. 
Then we find 

*= n ^-3) 

Since this holds for arbitrary i except possibly tk we find that dGrk and 9T(^_3) are 
dual to each other. It follows that dGrk — S^-4- Thus as we already explained Grk 
is a smooth manifold. We then conclude from definition that (Grk, {Gr(t)}) is the 
dual cell decomposition to (Xo,fc, {^(t)}). The proof of Theorem 14.3 and so that of 
Theorem 14.1 is now complete. D 

Now we are in the position to prove Theorem 10.4. 
We first remark that by construction we can extend the map 0 : Grk —> Xo,fc to 

its compactification 0 : Grk -> Xo,&. Here dGrk = Grk — Grk consists of (t,£) such 
that 1(e) = oo for some interior edge e. 

We first prove that 0 is surjective by induction on k. We will prove that 
it is of degree one (namely induces an isomorphism 0 : Hk~3(cZojk,d

eZo,k]%>) -> 
Hk~3(Grk,dGrk]%)) at the same time. When k = 3 then Grs = To,3 = one point. 
Hence there is nothing to show. Suppose that Lemma 10.3 is true for k — 1. Then, 
we find that the restriction of 0 : Grk —> TQ,^ to each cell in dGrk is surjective and 
is of degree one to the corresponding dual cell in c?Xo,fc- Hence the restriction of 0 
to dGrk is surjective to <9To,fc and is of degree one. Since we already proved that 
Grk ~ To,fc ~ M*-3, it follows that 0 : Grk ->■ ^o,k is surjective and of degree one. 
The proof of the surjectivity of 0 is complete now. 

We next prove that 0 is a diffeomorphism. We remark that it suffices to show 
that 0 is a local diffeomorphism. This is because our map is between two spaces 
homeomorphic to the disk and is of degree one. 

We first consider the top-stratum i.e., the case in which t £ Gk is a trivalent 
graph. 

LEMMA 14.4. Let t £ Grk be a trivalent graph. Then the differential of 0 is 
invertible at points ofGr(t). 

Proof. Let £ £ Gr(t). We consider 0(£). We take its double Q(£). It is a Riemann 
surface of genus 0 with k ends. We also have an explicit diffeomorphism between 
each of the ends of Q(£) and (—oo,0] x S1. Moreover Q(£) has an anti-holomorphic 
involution r. 

By the general theory of deformation of complex structures, the compactly sup- 
ported Dolbeault cohomology 

Hc
o;J(0(£),iD(T0(£))) 

of the tangent bundle is canonically isomorphic to and so can be identified with the 
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_Q e« 

FIGURE 14.2 

tangent space of the moduli space, TQ,^^^ ~ Ck~3. Moreover r induces an anti- 
holomorphic involution of the Dolbeault cohomology and so its fixed point set corre- 
sponds to Te^jTo,* ^ M^-3 under the identification. 

By construction we have k — 3 annuli 0e ^ [e, £(e) — e] x S1 embedded in 0(£), 
which corresponds each of the element e of C}nt{\). We have a homomorphism induced 
by inclusion ; 

(14.5) 0ffc
o;i(ee)D(T0e)) -► H^tm),0{Tm))- 

6 

Using the fact that 0(£) — U0e is a union of CF1 — {3 points}, whose deformation is 
trivial, we find that (14.5) is an isomorphism. 

On the other hand, the real part of #^(0e,D(T0e)) (the fixed point set of r) 
is E. This group is identified with the real part of the tangent space of the moduli of 
complex structure on annulus. Thus the differential of 0 is identified to the real part 
of the map (14.5) and hence is invertible. D 

By now we have proved that 0 is locally a diffeomorphism at each top dimensional 
strata. We now prove by induction on k that it is a local diffeomorphism everywhere. 

If k = 3, there is nothing to show. We assume that it is proved for k — 1 and 
smaller. We are going to prove that 0 is locally a diffeomorphism for k on Grk—Gr(tk). 

Let t / tk and £ £ Gr(i). We have 0e C 0(£), Qv C 0(£), for each e G C\n1tf) 
and v G Cfnt(t) such that they are disjoint to each other, 0e is a rectangle, and 0^ is 
obtained by gluing kv rectangles in a way similar to the definition of 0. Let 0e, 0V 

be their double (see Figure 14.2). 
LEMMA 14.5.   The map 

0^(0e,D(T0e)) ®@H*£{%ViO{T§v)) -» ^;(0(£),D(T0(£))). 
e v 

is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We can find 0* ~ [0,(7*] x [0,1] C Q{t), i = 1, ••• ,2ttC^t(t) and 0* ~ 

(-a), 0] x [0,1] C §(£), i = 2jK4t(i) +1, • • • 2||C£rt(i) + tfCj^t), such that §(*) - U0* 
is a compact subset of U0e U U0W. We remark that 

H0'1(ei,D(TQi))=0. 
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(The cohomology here is not one with compact support.) Now let u e iir^(®W> 
D(T0(£)) i.e., IXA0'1 (g) T0(£)) with du = 0, ru = u. We find wi <E r(T0(£)) such 
that dwi = u, TWi = Wi. We take u' = u — ^2d(xiWi). Here {x} is an appropriate 
partitions of unity. Then we have [u] = [w'], and w' is supported in a compact subset 
of U0€ UUQV. This proves that the homomorphism in Lemma 14.5 is surjective. Then 
it follows by dimension counting that it is an isomorphism. □ 

Now we remark that 

(14.6) TtGn^     0    E©     0    T0Grkv 

eeC}nt(t) t>€C°nt(t) 

Here 0 £ Grx is the unique point in Gr(tkv), where t*^ is the graph without interior 
edges. The differential of 0 at £ has the component corresponding to e which is 
identified with the restriction of the isomorphism in Lemma 14.5 to the real point of 
i^(0e,£)(T0e)). 

On the other hand by induction hypothesis, we see that the map 

ToGrkv ^ Ho
c£(ev,0(Tev)) 

induced by the differential of 0 is an isomorphism to the real point. Therefore, by 
Lemma 14.5, the differential of 0 is an isomorphism at £. € Crr(t) when i ^ if*. 

Now using the facts that both Grk and To,fc is homeomorphic to M*-3 and that 
0 is a diffeomorphism at boundary (which follows from the induction hypothesis), we 
can prove that 0 is a homeomorphism. We can then choose a differentiable structure 
of Grk at Gr(tk) such that 0 is a diffeomorphism at Gr(tk) also. The proof of Theorem 
10.4 is now complete. 

15. Gluing moduli spaces (Graph flows). Using the result of the previous 
sections, we are going to prove Theorem 1.6. Namely we construct a smooth structure 
on the moduli space Mg(M : f,p) = \JtMg(M : /,p,t). We have already proved in 
Lemma 12.4 that for each t G Grk and generic /, the moduli space Mg(M : /,p,t) is 
a smooth manifold of dimension 

djmMg(M : /,p,t) = n - 3 -     ^T    (kv - 3) + ^ jufo) - (* - 1)™- 
vecfnt(t) 

Our task in this section is to glue them together to obtain a smooth manifold Mg(M : 

We first recall the definition of 

Gr(i) = {t: CUt) -»■ R | *(e) > 0}. 

We put 

Gr+(t) = {£ : Clt(t) -* M | e(e) > 0}. 

We then find that 

Gr+(t) =   I]  Gr(t')- 

We recall here that t y \! means that t' is obtained by shrinking some of the interior 
edges of t. Note that the transversality is also satisfied for t' for generic /. 
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We consider the cell Gr(t').    Its neighborhood in Gr+(t) is diffeomorphic to 
Gr(t') x W(t',t) where W(t', t) is a neighborhood of 0 in the set 

{V e NqGr{\!) | exp^V) E Gr(i)    for t > 0, t « 1.} 

Here q is a point in Gr(i/). W^t', t) is a cone of the set SW^', i) which is an intersection 
of W(t',t) with the unit sphere in NqGr(V). SW(\!,i) is of dimension dimGr(t) - 
dimGrtt')-!, 

LEMMA 15.1. Let 1^(1',t) = W(\!,i) fl Gr(t).   Then by choosing W{\!,t) suffi- 
ciently small, we have a diffeomorphism : 

W(i',t) x Mg(M : f,p,t') -»■ Mg(M : /,p,t) n ^(Wii1 ,t)) 

which is compatible to the projections to ^(i'ji). 
Proof. We extend the map 

Expt : M x Gr(t) -> Mm 

defined in §12 to a continuous map : 

Expi :MxGr+(t)->Mm 

We regard Gr^') as a subset of Gr+(t). Then the restriction of Expf to Gr^t') is 
related to Expi> : M x Gr(t/) ->• Mm' as follows. We recall that m is the number of 
interior vertices of 1 which are contained in one of the exterior edges, and similar for 
ra'. Let {vi,--- ,vm} £ G?nt(t) and &[,-• ,^/} E C^^t') be those vertices. Since 
t' is obtained by shrinking some of the edges of t, each of v'j corresponds to some of 
Vj's. We define the map 

a : {!,••• ,m} ->-{l,"- ,m/} 

such that v^,- is obtained from vi. We then define 5v,t : ^m ->" Mm by 

(15.1) 5t/?t((Pi)i<j<m'J = (gi)i<i<m    where qi = pj for j = a(i). 

Then by definition the map 

at/,t o Expt : M x Grit') -> Mm 

coincides with the restriction of Expf. Therefore by using (12.1.2) for t', we can prove 
that restriction of Expf to M x Gr(t/) is transversal to 

771    ^+1—1 

n n ^(/i+i-zj) 

Lemma 15.1 then immediately follows jfrom the implicit function theorem. □ 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.6. For each t, we consider 

M+(M : /,p,t) = Mg(M : fat) U JJ Ma(M : fa,*) 

We define a topology and a smooth structure on it so that the map 

W(t',t) x M9(M : /^t') -► M+(M : /,^t) 
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in Lemma 15.1, gives a coordinate chart. Then by Lemma 15.1 the space M^M : 

/, p, t) becomes a smooth manifold with corners. For t >- t', there is a natural inclusion 

M$(M : f,p,t') C M+(M : f,p,t) 

Using these inclusions we can patch M+(M : f,p, t)'s together to provide a topology 

on Mg(M : f,p). It remains to define a smooth structure on it. 
Let u £ Mg(M : f,p,t) C Mg(M : f,p). Then its neighborhood in Mg(M : f,p) 

is the union of 
U   W(i',i)xU 

t'jt^t' 

where U is a neighborhood of u in Mg(M : /,p, t). We remark that for a given t the 
set 

U  W(t',t) 
t';t^t' 

is identified with a neighborhood of 0 in the fibre of the normal bundle of Gr(i) in 
Grk- Since we have already proved that Gr^ is a smooth manifold, it follows that 
Uf-t^t' Wftit) becomes a smooth manifold. We thus get a chart of Mg(M : /,p) in 
a neighborhood of u. It is obvious that these charts are compatible and so define a 
smooth structure of Mg(M : /,p). 

One can find the dimension of Mg(M : f,p) by using Lemma 12.4. The smooth- 
ness of the projection 

Mg(M:f,p)^Grk 

is also obvious from the construction. Hence the proof of Theorem 1.6. 

16. Behavior of holomorphic disks in Cn. To complete the proof of our main 
theorem, one might try to glue the locally defined diffeomorphisms in §13. However, 
it is more efficient to glue the local approximate solutions ^.a and produce global 
approximate solutions and then to apply the perturbation method used in Part I once 
and for all, than to glue the diffeomorphisms H£a. For this purpose, we will further 
study the properties of the maps WQ^) obtained via Lemma 11.2. 

Let t £ Gfc, £ £ Gr(t). The space 0(£) contains k ends 0i(£), i = 1, • • • , &, each 
of which is isometric to (—oo, 0] x [0,1]. Let a* E En. We use the same notation as in 
Proposition 11.1. 

We consider the graph T with metric £, and remark that there is an isometric 
embedding of T to Q(£), such that each vertex of T is mapped to a singular point 
(with respect to the flat metric mentioned before) of Q(£). Hereafter we will regard T 
as a subset of Q(£). Let vi,V2 6 ^^(t). We denote by vT&z the minimal path joining 
them in T. Let ej1, • • • , ejm G C^nt(t) be the edges contained in this path in this order. 
We put 

i 

We extend the map ev as follows. Let 0i, 82 £ T. Suppose that 0* is on the edge e^). 
We consider the case when e^) are interior edges (i = 1,2). Let si E [O,^)] be the 
point corresponding to 0t- and Vi be the vertex corresponding to 0 £ [0,^)]. We put 

ev(01,02,£,(ai)) = ev(v2,vi,£,(ai)) + 82(1x2) +(^(1)) -«i)oi(i). 
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The definition in the case when e^) is exterior is similar. It is easy to see that 
6 i-)- ev(0,02>£, (ai)) is a PL map. We remark that this map is a special case of the 
map Exp used in §12. (Namely this corresponds to the case when we choose fi to be 
the quadratic function whose gradient vector fields are constant vector fields a^.) 

PROPOSITION 16.1. LetwQ^ be the map defined in Proposition 11.1 on 0(£). 
Then there exists a constant Ci independent of I such that 

\we(i)(02)-wQW(0i)-ev{02AJ,(ai))\ < Ci 

Proof. We will prove Proposition 16.1 together with Lemma 11.2 simultaneously. 
We first prove the following. 

LEMMA 16.2. Let t y t'. For each positive constant C2, there exists constants 
0 < C3 = €3(02,1) and 0 < C4 = (74((72,1) depending only on 1,(72, such that the 
following holds: If £ € Gr(t) and satisfies 

(16.1.1) i(e)>C3,    e£ CUt)-CUt') 

(16.1.2) 1(e) <C2,    e € CL(t') C CL(t) 

then the conclusion of Proposition 16.1 holds for Ci = 64 and Lemma 11.2 holds for 
such t. 

Postponing the proof of this lemma to the end of this section, we first prove that 
Lemma 16.2 implies Proposition 16.1. (This is rather a technical part of the proof.) 
Let 

Cs(C2,n,m) = sup{C3(C2,l) | %C?nt(t) - nJCL^) = m} 

C4(C2,n,m) = sup{C4(C2,l) | SC^(l) = n,tfC°nt(l') = m} 

We put B1 = (73(1, *, 1), B,
1 = (74(1, jfe, 1). Suppose £(e) > B1 for each e <E C}nt(i). In 

this case, Lemma 16.2 implies that Proposition 16.1 holds for such £ with Ci = B,
1. 

(We remark that if ilC?nt(l') = 1 then C}nt{\!) is empty.) 
We next consider the case where £(e) < Bi for some e. We collapse all such edges 

to obtain I'. If we also assume that 

1(e) > CiBui) 

for each edge e £ (7/nt(l) — (7^(1'), then we can apply Lemma 16.2 and derive that 
Proposition 16.1 holds with Ci = C^Bi^i). 

In other words, we have proved the following: Let B2 = supm Cz(Bi, k,m)7 B2 = 
s\xpmC4(Bi,k,m). If Proposition 16.1 is false for Ci = C^^i,!,!'), then there exists 
e G Clnt(t) — Cj^t') such that £(e) < B2. It follows in particular that there exists at 
least two edges e in 1 such £(e) < B2. 

We repeat this procedure inductively and can prove the following: Define Bu+i = 
supmCs(Bu,k,m), i^+i = supmC4(Bu,k,m). If Proposition 16.1 is false with Ci = 
I^+1, then there exists at least u 4-1 edges e such that £(e) < Bu+i. On the other 
hand, the number of edges is smaller than k — 3. Therefore Proposition 16.1 holds for 
Ci =supi<ib_2J3J. 

Now it remains to prove Lemma 16.2. Let v € (7fnt(l'). We put 1V = TT
-1
^) C 1 

and define tv as in §10. Restricting £ : (7/nt(l) -> M+ to c,,, we obtain £v G Gr(cv). 
Using Lemma 11.1, we obtain 

wv : Q(£v) -> Cn 
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(which will be normalized as in (17.1)). For each e E C1(i/) with v G <9e, we have a 
subset in Q(£v) 

Qe(£v) -(-oo,0] x [0,1] C 6(4)- 

Using the coordinates (r, t) there, we have 

^(r,*) + conste - (T(aleg(e) - arig(e)) + V^tiaug^ - arig(e))\ < o(r) 

Here o(r) is a function going to 0 as r goes to infinity. We remark that we can choose 
O(T) depending only on C2 and a^. This is a consequence of the fact that Q(£v) from 
its definition consists of a compact family because we imposed that £(e) < C2 for all 

For e £ C1(i/) we take rectangles [0,£(e)] x [0,1] or (-00,0] x [0,1] and define we 

by 
Wefat) = T(aleg(e) - ar^(c)) 4- ^f-i^aieg^) - arig(e)) + ar^(e)) 

We take wv -h constv and we 4- conste with appropriate constants and glue them in a 
way similar to §11 along the intermediate rectangles shown as in (16.2.3) below for a 
sufficiently large constant C3 which be chosen later. We then obtain a map 

By construction, it will have the following properties: 

(16.2.1) wo(di(e(e))) C A*. 
(16.2.2) \wo(02) - ti;e(/)(0i) - evfaOui, (at-))| < Cs^^t') 
(16.2.3) dwo is supported on 

U      ([2C3/7,3C3/7] U [£(e) - 3C3/7, €(c) - 2C3/7]) x [0,1] 
^€Cjnt(t') 

U (      U     [-3C3/7,-2C3/7]x[0,l] 
\e€Ci.£(t') 

(16.2.4) |supa^o| < o(r) 
(16.2.5) (11.1.2) holds for wouniformly over i that satisfies (16.1.1) and (16.1.2). 

Therefore to complete the proof of Lemma 16.2, it will be enough to prove the 
following: 

LEMMA 16.3. There exists he : Q(£) ->• C such that dhi = dwo, hi is bounded, 
hildetf) is rea^ valued, and hi goes to zero uniformly over £ at their ends, provided £ 
satisfies (16.1) for a sufficiently large C3 = Cs(C2, t,t')- 

Proof We prove Lemma 16.3 by iteration. First we solve 

dhl = dwo 

he
1{0,t) = h€

1(£(e),t)=0 

|>?(T,o),^(T,i)eir 

on the rectangle 0C(€) = [0,£(e)] x [0,1] for each e G C-nt(t') and on 0e(£) = (-00,0] x 
[0,1] for each e E Clxt(\!). Note that this equation has the unique solution hi = 
Ge(dwo) where G€ is the Green's operator for the rectangle Qe(£).   Then by using 
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(16.2.3) and some elementary properties of the Green function of the rectangle, we 
have, for each e e Cj^ii!) 

^ilpMVTlxlo,!] 

ftll[/(C)-C3/7^(e)]x[0,l] 

<ae-bC3. 

<ae-bC\ 

for positive constants a, b. We obtain similar inequalities for e £ (7^(1') considering 
[-^3/7,0]. 

We then take a cut-off function Xe such that 

{0     in a neighborhood of 0 and £(e) 

1     for r e [C3/7J(e) - C3/7} 

for e £ Cl^t') and similarly for each e £ Cl^t'). We put 

It follows that W'Q has the following properties: 

(16.3.1) OWQ is supported on 

U     [0, Cs/7] U [1(e) - C3/7J(e)} x [0,1] U      \J     [-C3/7,0} x [0,1] 
eec}nt(f) eeclxt(i') 

(16.3.2) sup Idw'o| <ae-bC*. 

We next consider 

e'^) = e(iv) -    U   (-oo, -3C3/7] x [0,1] 
eeclxt(cv) 

and solve the equation there 

dhZ = dw'0 

^2l{-3C3/7}x[0,l] ~ 0 

.   ^lae^jne'^) e ^ 

Again the unique solution of this is given by 

hi = G«Cs(dw'0) = Gh3 (d(wo -^Xehlj) 
€ 

where GQ3 is the Green's operator of ©'(A;)- Using an estimate of the Green function 
on &'(£„), we find that 

suv\hv
2\ < CC? suv\dw'0\ 

for some constants C and iV. We take Xe ^0T each e G Clxt(cv) such that 

{0    in a neighborhood of —3Cs/7 

1  TeHVT.o]. 

We extend this to Q'^v) by setting to be equal to 1 at the point corresponding to the 
vertex v and denote by x'v the function so obtained. We put 
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We can repeat the construction above by using wi in place of wo and obtain ^2,^3, 
W4, • • •. These will satisfy the recursion forumla 

(16.4) Wn+1 = Wn -Y.XeG'iBwn) -Y,X'vGC3 \B{wn - Y^XeG^Wn)) ] 
e v \ e / 

for n > 0. We remark that aCC^e~hCz « 1, if C3 is sufficiently large. In this case, 
one can easily check from (16.4) that Wi converges to Woo as i -> 00, that dwoo = 0 
and that h = WQ — Woo satisfies the required properties. □ 

The proof of Lemma 16.2 and hence of Proposition 16.1 is now complete. Fur- 
thermore we have also finished the proof of Lemma 11.2 noting that both WQ^ and 
Woo satisfy (11.1.1) and (11.1.2) and so the difference we(t) — Woo is constant by the 
uniqueness statement in Proposition 11.1. □ 

17. Gluing diffeomorphisms. Now we come to the final step of the proof of 
our main theorem. We need to modify our map ^\ in order to glue them. Suppose 
t >- t'. Then for v G Cfnt(t'), the trees cv(t), cv(t) are defined as in Definition 10.5. 
For each v € C?nt(t) and £ G U(\!\ e, a) fl Gr(t), we fix a point 

such that, if (tt,€Vi) converges to (t, tv) then ^(^(ti),^,.) converges to ^((^(t),^). 
Now we are going to construct 

*£a • W : c,a(t#)) x^ Mg(M : /,p) -> Map(T*M : Ae,p*) 

Let £ G 17(1' : e,a) fl Gr(t), 7 G Xp(Af : /,p) such that 7re(£) = 7r(7). For each 
v G ^(f), we have 6(cv(t),ev) ecvCt. We put 

Pv=i(PMt),tv))eM. 

By Lemma 11.2, we find 

wv:e(ev)^Cl*<T(pvt0)(T*M), 

such that 

(17.1) Re«;v(«(ct,(t),4))=0. 

We use (17.1) to remove the ambiguity in Lemma 11.2 (or Proposition 11.1). 
Let 0 G cv(t) fl t. (We identify a part [—^(e), 0] of the exterior edge e of c^ to the 

corresponding edge of t' that contains v.) 
LEMMA 17.1. For any 6 G cv(t) fl t(C Qv), there exists some constant C > 0 

such that 

dist(exvPv(ewv(e))J(6)) < Cmax{e,c2(1"a)}. 

(We remark that 9 G cv C 0V and also 6 G t by our construction.) 
Proof. Lemma 17.1 will be a consequence of Proposition 16.1. Let e an edge 

containing 0(cv(i),£v). We identify e = [0,£(e)] where 0 corresponds to a vertex vi 
and £(e) corresponds to another vertex ^ Let 5 G [0,£(e)] ~ e be the coordinate of 
the point 0{tv{\),tv) in e. By Proposition 16.1, we have 

(17.2) \wv(0) - wv(9(cv(i),iv)) - ev(e,0(cv(t),£v)Jv] (-grad fm))\ < d 
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On the other hand, it follows from (11.4) that 

\Imwv(6(cv(t),£v)\ <C 

uniformly over £v. Combining this with the normalization condition (17.1), we have 

\w(0(cv(i)7iv)\<C. 

This together with (17.2) implies 

(17.3) \wv(0) - e^MMt),^),^; (-grad fm))\ < C. 

Now let ej1J • • • ,eJm € Clnt(cv) be the edges joining V2 to 9 in this order. And let 02 
be the point in eJm corresponding to s' € [0,£(ejm)]. By definition 

1(0) = exp(-e5,(/^(e.ryi) - frig(ejm)) 0 exp(-e£(eim.1)(/Mcim_1) - /ri^e^.j) 0 •' ' 

o exp(-e£(eil)(//Cp(Cii) - /rfcfoj) 0 exp(-e(£(e) - s)(fieg{e) - frig(e)))(Pv) 

We remark that 

dwt(exp(Vi) o • • • o exp(yn)(p),exp(y1 + • • • 4- Vn)(p)) < C^l + ■ • • + |yn|)
2 

for vector fields Vf, and recall that £(e) < e_a. Therefore we have 

(17.4) dist (expPu(ee*;(MMt),4),4; (-grad /;&)), 1(0)) < Ce2^^. 

On the other hand note that if |6 - 61 < C for & G T(^jo)(T*M) S Cn, then 

dist(exppv €^uexpPv c&) < Cc. 

It follows by using (17.3) and applying this inequality to 

fi = wv(0)r    6 = et;(<9,^(ct;(i),4),4; (-grad /iW)) 

that we have 

(17.5) cftst (expPv 6(^(0)),    exppu(ee7;(^,6>(cl;(i),4),4; (-gradfj^)))) < Ce 

Combining (17.4) and (17.5), we have finished the proof. □ 
We remark that Lemma 11.5 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 17.1. 
Using Lemma 17.1, we glue wv and maps obtained from I\€ (e € C1^)), in the 

same way as in the proof of Proposition 11.4 and obtain 

¥£0 : U(t' : e,a(t')) x^ Mg(M : f,0) ^ Map(M : K^f). 

Now using Lemma 17.1 again, we repeat the proof of §5 to show the following : 
LEMMA 17.2. Let E £ Ufa : e,a(ti)) n Ufa : e,afa)), I € Mg(M : f,p) such 

that 7r€(t) = 7r(7).   We have ii >- t2 or t2 >- ii- Suppose ii >- t2.  W^e tten fta^e 

sup (*st (*^a(tl)(^/)(^),^€
ia(t9)(A/)(«))) < Cmax^,^1-^))}. 

/or^ee(£). 
We next glue these maps using the technique of center of mass. We choose a 

partition of unity {xt}teGh of Gr-fc subordinate to the covering {U(t : e,a(t))}t€G*- 
Let (e,I) € Grk x^ Mg(M : f,p) and define 
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&(e,i)(z,x) = J2xt dist(^a{i)(e,i)(z),x). 
t 

Using Lemma 17.2 and the standard results on center of mass technique (e.g., see 
[GK]), the map x H-* $e(£, I)(z,x) has a unique minimum for each (£, /) and z for each 
given x € T*M, which we denote 

$e(£,/)(z) €T*M. 

Thus we have defined : 

5€ : Grk xW€ M9(M : f,p) -+ Map(T*M : A%f). 

PROPOSITION 17.3. Ifw is in the image of$e, then we have : 

\\djw\\o,p,e <Ce    Pp   " . 

Once we have proved Lemma 17.2, the proof of Proposition 17.3 is similar to that 
of Proposition 5.2 and so we omit the details. 

We can now repeat the arguments in Part I and in §13 to perturb <£e to produce 
a smooth map 

<*>e : Grk x^ Mg(M : /,p) -> Mj(T*M : A%f). 

We recall that 7re : Grk -> Grk is a diffeomorphism. Hence Grk x^ Mg(M : /,p) is 
diffeomorphic to Mg(M : f,p). Finally we can prove in the way similar to Part I that 
<I>€ becomes a diffeomorphism for sufficiently small e. The proof of our main theorem 
is now finally complete. 
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